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Bluetooth-based Tracking Devices: Extraction and Analysis of Digital 

Forensic Artifacts from Android Applications 

Abstract:  

The extraction and analysis of data from user applications installed on mobile devices is the 

subject of mobile forensics, a rapidly expanding subfield of digital forensics. The need for 

digital forensics is becoming increasingly apparent with the smartphone market’s acceler-

ated expansion and the IoT device industry’s rising innovation. IoT devices are, therefore, 

compatible with smartphones and have become essential. Mobile phones are typically 

owned by a single individual, making them a valuable source of personal data for forensic 

examination. Depending on the company’s technology and the environment, these Blue-

tooth tracking devices, widely known as Bluetooth beacons (transmitters), can be linked 

with the mother device and broadcast positions to their identifier within the range. This 

beacon uses BLE to transmit a UUID picked by an application or operating system. When 

it is used with a smart device with a beacon as a tracker application, it can save additional 

user data with the aid of a user application through Bluetooth and a Wi-Fi or internet con-

nection. As a result, smartphones can serve as a source of forensic evidence when there is a 

case file about a stalking attack or cyberstalking in court. Therefore, we will examine what 

artifacts can be gleaned from Bluetooth tracking apps and whether this information can be 

used as evidence. Based on Android Bluetooth (BLE) trackers, including the Smart Tag 

Plus, HTC Fetch, Chipolo Classic, and Tile Slim for Samsung Galaxy A13 devices, we 

analyzed five Bluetooth tracking applications to demonstrate the potential artifacts obtained 

and how the data extraction approach was carried out. We also suggest which extraction 

technique is most important for an inquiry to bring more artifacts. Finally, we give a 

flowchart of our steps to gather information from a Bluetooth-based tracking device. 

Keywords: 

Digital Forensics, Cyberstalking, Stalking, Bluetooth tracker, BLE beacon, Transmitter, 

Smart Tag, IoT. 

CERCS: P170, Computer science, numerical analysis, systems, control 
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Bluetooth-põhised jälgimisseadmed: digitaalsete kohtuekspertiisi arte-

faktide eraldamine ja analüüs Androidi rakendustest 

Lühikokkuvõte: 

Andmete hõive ja analüüs kasutajarakendustest, mis on paigaldatud mobiilseadmetesse, on 

teemaks mobiilses kohtuekspertiisis, digitaalse kohtuekspertiisi kiiresti kasvavas alamvald-

konnas. Vajadus digitaalse kohtuekspertiisi järele muutub üha ilmsemaks nutitelefonide 

turu kiire laienemise ja IoT (Internet of Things, asjade internet ehk nutistu) seadmete töös-

tuse kasvava innovatsiooni tõttu. Seetõttu on IoT-seadmed nutitelefonidega ühilduvad ja 

nad on muutunud olulisteks. Mobiiltelefonidel on tavaliselt üks omanik, mis teeb need 

kohtuekspertiisi uuringute seisukohalt väärtuslikuks isiklike andmete allikaks. Sõltuvalt 

konkreetse ettevõtte tehnoloogiast ja keskkonnast saab Bluetoothi jälgimisseadmed, tuntud 

kui Bluetoothi majakad (saatjad), ühendada emaseadmega ja nad võivad edastada enda po-

sitsioone neid identifitseerivale seadmele nende levialas. Selline majakas kasutab BLE 

(Bluetooth Low Energy) tehnoloogiat edastamaks UUID (Universally Unique Identifier, 

universaalne unikaalne identifikaator), mille rakendus või operatsioonisüsteem on määra-

nud. Kui seda kasutatakse nutiseadmega, millel on jälgimisrakenduseks majakas, saab see 

kasutajarakenduse abil Bluetoothi ja Wi-Fi või internetiühenduse kaudu salvestada täienda-

vaid kasutajaandmeid. Selle tulemusena saavad nutitelefonid olla kohtuekspertiisis tõendite 

allikaks, kui kohtus menetletakse jälitamise või küberjälitamise juhtumeid. Seetõttu uurime, 

milliseid andmeobjekte saab Bluetoothi jälgimisrakendustest koguda ja kas seda teavet saab 

kasutada tõendina. Võttes aluseks Androidi BLE jälgimisseadmed, sealhulgas Smart Tag 

Plus, HTC-Fetch, Chipolo Classic ja Tile Slim Samsung Galaxy A13 seadmetes, analüüsi-

sime viit Bluetoothi jälgimisrakendust, et näidata võimalikke saadavaid andmeid ja viisi, 

kuidas lähenesime nende andmete kättesaamisele. Samuti soovitame, milline andmete hõi-

vamise meetod on kõige olulisem uurimaks, kuidas koguda rohkem andmeid. Lõpuks an-

name vooskeemi meie sammudest teabe kogumiseks Bluetoothi- põhisest jälgimisseadmest. 

Võtmesõnad: 

Digitaalne kohtuekspertiis, küberjälitamine, jälitamine, Bluetoothi jälgija, BLE-majakas, 

saatja, nutikas silt, asjade internet  

CERCS:P170, Arvutiteadus, arvutusmeetodid, süsteemid, juhtimine (automaatjuhtimis-

teooria) 
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1 Introduction 

Smartphone users increasingly use Bluetooth tracker applications to keep track of their per-

sonal belongings, including baggage, wallets, and keys. The worldwide personal smart 

tracker is growing rapidly. According to Acumen Research and Co., the value of the IoT 

tracker will be $ 1.65 billion within 2030 [1].These apps function by pairing with tiny Blue-

tooth devices, like tracking tags, which emit a signal that the app can pick up and use to find 

the lost object. Unfortunately, even though these apps can help track personal property 

because they gather and transmit location data, they have the potential to be used to track 

users, endangering their security and privacy [2]. In such a scenario, a forensic examination 

of Bluetooth tracker apps can shed important light on the threats to one's privacy and security 

from using them. This kind of analysis extracts data from mobile devices and examines 

indications of app data storage, network traffic, user interactions, and potential vulnerabi-

lities. Unfortunately, few studies have been done on Bluetooth tracker app forensic analysis 

thus far because it is a relatively new field of study. However, the limited research that is 

now accessible has brought to light several security and privacy issues with these apps. For 

instance, according to a 2019 study by Yue Zhang et al., some Bluetooth tracker apps use 

insecure communication protocols, potentially exposing users' data to hackers [3]. Given 

the rising popularity of Bluetooth tracker apps and possible security threats related to their 

use, there is a need for more excellent studies in this area, with an emphasis on exploring 

possible forensic artifacts and privacy problems. This thesis intends to examine Bluetooth 

tracker apps depending on the tracker for Android devices thoroughly for more user related 

data. This thesis explores the possibility of the information that can be obtained from four 

applications tested on Android devices Samsung Galaxy A13. These Bluetooth apps are a 

relatively recent addition to the software landscape regarding how IoT devices communicate 

with trackers. These programs' ability to keep certain smartphone data types may be crucial 

for criminal investigations like cyberstalking, theft and loss recovery, accident investigation, 

missing person case, corporate espionage. Most mobile forensic research has concentrated 

on social media, messaging tools, automotive maintenance applications, mobile banking 

applications, cryptocurrency wallets, etc. Since these Bluetooth tracker programs give their 

users access to the precise and occasionally approximate position of the tracker device, they 

also keep track of the user's mobile phone number, IMEI number, user name, email address, 

defined home address, and other addresses, among other things, as well as the last time a 

tracker was connected to the Bluetooth application on the mobile device. They could be a 
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valuable source of forensic information. This thesis investigates the necessity for research 

on what kinds of data with evidential value may be extracted from these applications. We 

put four different tracking tags to the test. Therefore, these four applications, Chipolo Clas-

sic, Galaxy Smart Tag Plus, HTC-Fetch, and Tile Slim, may interact with the tracking tag 

in various ways and save various types of data to the smartphone. Due to the availability in 

the local market, we chose these four Bluetooth tracker for our study. This type of Bluetooth 

tracking gadget is relatively new, and as we just indicated, the market is expanding quickly. 

Digital forensics investigators might need to be made aware of the kind of data that can be 

gathered from these applications or the best way to do so. Our study offers instructions on 

gathering and assessing potential artifacts. Triage analysis might also be used to lessen the 

pressure that forensic investigators are under in a world where there are a lot of mobile 

applications and IoT devices since bringing every device to the lab is impractical because it 

would add to their workload. They might need more than the findings they need. An increa-

sing number of devices need to be studied due to the need for more forensic analysts in law 

enforcement, as described in [4], which has delayed the retrieval of evidence from digital 

devices. The gathering and evaluation of evidence must be prioritized to increase the ef-

ficiency of this process. The significance of triage becomes apparent in this situation, as 

noted in [5][6]. We cover the triage steps to complete the thesis work, too. Since we want 

to recover forensic data, our study adheres to digital forensics' fundamental concepts and 

procedures during the work period. Identification, preservation, recovery, analysis, and pre-

sentation of information concerning evidence discovered on computers or digital storage 

devices are all included in digital forensics [7]. Identification is a vital step in the digital 

forensics process that involves identifying artifacts from multiple devices made available to 

forensic investigators at a crime scene. The next step after that is to preserve the discovered 

artifacts in order to maintain their integrity. This phase, essential in forensic inquiry, inclu-

des data transfer from one device to another. The retrieved artifacts become inadmissible in 

a case if they have been altered. Following that, a study of the recovered artifacts is done to 

find information that may be submitted and offered as evidence to a court during the case's 

adjudication [8].  

1.1 Research Objective 

The widespread use of wearable technology in the smart device industry has enhanced the 

standardization of digital forensics. People may keep track of their possessions by connec-

ting the devices accessible to their smartphones, where information is exchanged and shown 
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more clearly. Wearable trackers are incredibly well-liked because they continually gather 

and store data utilizing 8 various applications [9]. In this regard, Bluetooth trackers have 

emerged as significant tools that enhance public safety and play a crucial role in digital 

forensics. However, while independent or dependent tracking devices make it easier to mo-

nitor objects closely, such technological advancements could be exploited by malicious ac-

tors who may insert Bluetooth trackers into someone's personal effects without consent [10]. 

The presented information offers a novel source of digital evidence that may be admissible 

in legal proceedings involving both civil litigation and criminal fraud investigations [11]. In 

digital forensics cases, Bluetooth connections often play a vital role, ranging from those 

pertaining to location proximity to other types of inquiries. It is imperative to obtain suf-

ficient proof to establish whether an individual was genuinely connected via Bluetooth. Mo-

reover, investigators need the ability to identify unauthorized devices and determine their 

duration and proximity. Consequently, extracting relevant artifacts from such gadgets is 

crucial for effectively leveraging this digital evidence. Achieving these outcomes necessi-

tates adequate comprehension of the data related to these devices. 

1.2 Research Questions 

The extraction of forensic data from messaging and social media applications on smartpho-

nes was the topic of earlier publications [12][13][14] by various academics—other studies 

[15][16][17] concentrated on getting information from infotainment systems connected to 

smartphones. The main objective of our research is to perform a forensic analysis on Blue-

tooth-based tracker applications to see what valuable data could be retrieved from them. 

These data could then be used as evidence or to help with further investigation. The data of 

interest in our research can be the currently connected user's details, geo-location, time, 

system details that tracker applications use, Etc. The following chapters present these data 

in more detail based on Bluetooth tracker tag applications used on Android devices. Possible 

Bluetooth trackers are (i) Galaxy Smart Tag Plus, (ii) HTC Fetch, (iii) Chipolo Classic, and 

(iv) Tile Slim for the Android device Samsung Galaxy A13. We see what valuable data can 

be retrieved from the mobile device related to the individual Bluetooth tracker user applica-

tion. These data could then be used as evidence or help with further Bluetooth trackers in a 

stalking attack investigation.  

• How can we extract user data from the Bluetooth tracker application on an Android 

phone, utilizing root access only, while maximizing the collection of forensic ar-

tifacts without the need for Android phone decryption? 
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1.3 Research Goal 

Our study aims to assess the admissibility of data extracted from Android applications, 

specifically focusing on Bluetooth trackers. We investigate potential inconsistencies related 

to the brands of these trackers (Chipolo Classic, Samsung Smart Tag Plus, HTC-Fetch, and 

Tile Slim). Additionally, we offer a comprehensive manual extraction guide for forensic 

analysts and digital investigators. This guide elucidates valuable insights that can be gleaned 

from Bluetooth tracker applications, including details such as MAC address, last connected 

locations (latitude and longitude), device FCC-IDs, user-defined names, country informa-

tion, user emails, IMEI numbers, custom ringtone seetings, tag color codes, user-defined tag 

names, icons for tag identification, home address, and other associated addresses. Further-

more, we delve into application-specific details concerning tags paired with users’ mobile 

devices.  

In digital forensics, the MAC address can be used to infer information about the device using 

a specific MAC address and determine the physical location of the device [18]. The first 

three bytes of a MAC address are assigned to a specific device vendor and can be used to 

infer information about a device using a specific MAC address. Therefore, this information 

can play an essential role in the investigation process. Forensic geo-location is the act of 

determining the geographic source of an item based on its observable attributes. For 

example, soil on a suspect might be compared with soil at the location of a crime [19]. Geo-

location artifacts are the most prevalent 10 form of digital forensic evidence. Effective 

searching and mapping of latitude and longitude data may often lead investigators to hit the 

most accurate spot [20]. An unique number called the International Mobile Equipment Iden-

tity (IMEI) identifier for every mobile device. In mobile forensics, the IMEI number can be 

used to identify and track a specific mobile device. For example, if a phone is stolen or used 

in a crime, the IMEI number can be used to track the device and potentially link it to a 

suspect. The IMEI number may also be used to confirm a mobile device's legitimacy. An 

email address is often a high-value asset in digital forensics casework. Finding email addres-

ses on a digital device may allow investigators to establish connections between individuals 

or detect unknown email accounts to the examiners. Also, many online services, such as 

social networks, rely on email addresses for authentication [21]. Other artifacts, such as 

device type, time, user-defined name, user-defined addresses, and more, can help the inves-

tigator when submitting the evidence. 
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1.4 Scope 

Our research focus on Mobile Forensics, particularly on the applications of locally available 

Bluetooth-based tracking devices like the Galaxy Smart Tag Plus, Chipolo Classic, Tile 

Slim, and HTC-Fetch for Android phones. These specific Bluetooth devices were chosen 

due to their availability in the local market. We aim to analyze the data that these Bluetooth 

applications generate and store on the device and explore various methods for extracting 

this data, including manual, logical, and physical extraction. 

The goal is to understand the structure of the data and how it can be interpreted. As these 

devices work with location data, we need further evidence to identify the person who used 

the device for criminal activity like stalking so that we may present all the artifacts as evi-

dence in a possible case. To generate user data with the help of Bluetooth trackers, internet, 

Wi-Fi, Bluetooth connection, and GPS-enabled settings are required. 

We plan to investigate how the extracted data can be used in a forensic context, which in-

cludes identifying potential evidence of criminal activity, tracking user behavior, and un-

derstanding user device interaction. We expect to provide valuable insights into the forensic 

potential of Bluetooth tracker applications on Android phones, contributing to the body of 

knowledge in digital forensics and potentially informing future investigative techniques and 

tools. This study worked only on Android phones, and installed the application data from 

those devices was extracted using forensic methods. 

However, we acknowledge that these safeguards are only available to a small proportion of 

possible victims and are mostly ineffective. There are also concerns about the potential 

abuse of these gadgets for sinister reasons, and technology companies are working to ad-

dress these issues. In our study, we did not conduct a volatile memory forensics analysis 

because there is nothing to dump passwords or credentials from an Android phone and the 

Bluetooth tracker. We also do not cover cloud forensics in our paper. 

1.5 Contribution  

Disclosing our data and discoveries allows our work to advance the discipline of forensics. 

Our results can give forensic investigators another way to gather evidence concerning Blue-

tooth tracking devices. One study found that it related to Tile-tracking devices based on iOS. 

Here, the author concentrates only on geolocation and uses commercial tools to retrieve 

artifacts from the iOS device [23]. Jimmy Briggs et al., in their research, aimed to create an 

algorithm for a publicly accessible Android application to detect malicious Bluetooth 
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trackers in real-time [24]. Lauren R. Pace et al. their work focus on geolocation coordinates 

from Tile applications and Tile eco system based on Android, iOS, and Windows systems 

[56]. In our research, we concentrate more on forensic artifacts, not only geolocation but 

also user information, used device data, and user movement activity from the installed Blue-

tooth-based tracker application, which can help ensure that law enforcement agencies can 

effectively investigate criminal activities involving cyberstalking, theft and loss recovery, 

accident investigation, missing person cases, corporate espionage, etc. 

1.6 Ethical Issue 

Every effort has been made to ensure that each participant's privacy is respected in accor-

dance with local and national laws, including, but not limited to. User data sources for re-

search are collected in a controlled operating environment to avoid violating the privacy of 

individuals in a public land environment. In addition, privacy-related user information is 

censored by blurring or masking sensitive information with the corresponding blur text box 

in this document. 

1.7 Thesis Structure 

The following illustrates the format in which our study will be presented. The topics of each 

chapter are summarized as follows:  

• Chapter 1: The introduction of the topic, related questions and aims to answer them, the 

reasons for choosing this topic, and the scope and limitations of the thesis.  

• Chapter 2: Explanation, theoretical background, different forensic terminology, and lite-

rature review.  

• Chapter 3: The methodology, experimental setup, generating data, and process flow for 

collecting data.  

• Chapter 4: Data extraction method and presentation of the results.  

• Chapter 5: Discussion and Analysis of the Extracted Data, The thesis's conclusion and its 

recommendation for further research. 
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2 Background 

This chapter includes all the details necessary to comprehend our article and an explanation 

of the procedures used to retrieve forensic artifacts from smartphones connected to Blue-

tooth-based trackers for Android applications. In order to offer a reader a better understan-

ding of the work that has previously been done in the domain of mobile forensics, we have 

also included a presentation of those works. 

2.1 Stalking vs Cyberstalking 

Staking is a form of harassment in which an individual or group of people follow, monitor, 

or contact another person repeatedly, often without their knowledge or consent. A stacking 

attack aims to gather information about the target’s whereabouts, routines, and habits to 

exploit vulnerabilities or commit crimes. According to Mullen et al. [67], stalking is defined 

as the repeated imposition of unwanted communication on another individual, characterized 

by systematic activity directed at a specific person and undesirable to the target person. The 

victim may find it threatening, fear-inducing, and disturbing.  

Cyberstalking is the new way to stalk in modern times. Cyberstalking can be carried out in 

various ways, including physical surveillance, online tracking, and the use of social engi-

neering techniques to obtain personal information. In some cases, stalkers may also use 

technology such as GPS trackers, hidden cameras, and spyware to monitor their targets [68]. 

Overall, cyberstalking attacks represent a significant security threat, Individuals as well as 

entities must take precautions to defend themselves against them. 

2.2 Bluetooth Tracking Application 

Bluetooth-enabled tracking tags designed for Android and iOS devices utilize Bluetooth 

Low Energy (BLE) technology, which operates on the radio frequency (RF) band for wire-

less communication. BLE technology enables the detection and tracking of people, devices, 

and assets, facilitating indoor positioning use cases such as asset tracking, indoor navigation, 

and proximity services. In some cases, these tags also employ Ultra Wide Band (UWB) 

technology for smartphone communication. The Ultra Wide Band (UWB) technology emp-

loyed by some smart trackers, such as the Apple AirTag and Samsung Smart Tag Plus, fa-

cilitates precise positional guidance, with location tracking accuracy reaching down to a few 

inches. These smart trackers use BLE to communicate with any smartphones that can pick 

them up in the vicinity. These Bluetooth applications can save user-related data inside the 

phones and can routinely upload tracker locations to the cloud. This application allows us 
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to see their last known location on a map. It is worth noting that some of these devices may 

have additional features or variations depending on the specific model or version [27]. The 

technical aspects of the Bluetooth-based tracker application for Android and iOS devices 

involve several vital components. Firstly, the application starts communicating with the 

tracker using the BLE protocol. Here, authentication involves the exchange of passkeys to 

generate a shared secret key that is used to encrypt the data exchanged between the devices. 

This process ensures that the devices communicate with the correct device and that the data 

is secure. This process involves the necessary APIs and libraries to establish a connection 

and send and receive data. Secondly, the application displays the location of the tracker on 

a map. This process requires integration with the location service on the mobile device and 

using an algorithm to estimate the tracker's location based on the strength and direction of 

the Bluetooth signal. Finally, the application continuously monitors the Bluetooth signal 

strength and provides notifications and alerts when the tracker is out of range or lost. 

 

Table 1. Comparison between Chipolo Classic [79] [80], Samsung Smart Tag Plus [75] 

[76], HTC-Fetch [81] [82], and Tile Slim [77] [78].  

Feature Chipolo classic Samsung Smart 
Tag Plus 

HTC fetch Tile Slim 

Capability iOS, Android iOS, Android Android iOS, Android 

OS version 6.0 or later 8.0 or later 4.3 or later 8.0 or later 

Range 200 ft. 120 m. 15 m. 250 ft. 

Connectivity BT 4.0 BT 5.0 BT 4.0 BT 4.0 

Technology BLE BLE/UWB BLE BLE 
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Figure 1. Sample Bluetooth tracking device working process  

 

 

2.3 Digital Forensic Background 

In this study section, we define key terms related to digital forensics. We aim to help readers 

without a technical or digital forensics background better understand our paper. These fo-

rensics terms appear frequently in the following chapters, so it is essential to clarify their 

meaning to ensure everything is clear. According to Locard’s Exchange principal, derived 

from criminology, asserts that a perpetrator cannot commit a crime or leave a crime scene 
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without leaving behind traces [74]. This principle applies even in the digital world, where 

interactions between two objects leave mutual traces. Digital forensics is the branch of 

computer science that deals with acquiring, restoring, and analyzing electronic data from 

devices with persistent and volatile data storage. A digital forensics investigation aims to 

answer questions about what happened, where, when, and how. In law enforcement and 

security assessments, it is also necessary to determine who acted and whether the incident 

can be repeated in the future. Digital forensics objectively answers these questions by iden-

tifying incriminating and exculpatory digital traces. In order to comply with legal standards 

and be admissible in court as evidence, an investigation must comply with government gui-

delines published by organizations such as the German Federal Office for Information 

Security (BSI), the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), the European 

Council [73], and INTERPOL. The integrity and documentation of the investigation are 

crucial for forensic analysis to meet court standards. The BSI requires that the investigation 

process meet standards for acceptance, credibility, reproducibility, integrity, cause and ef-

fect, and documentation. Lawful documentation must also include proof of digital traces, 

whereabouts, and the chain of custody to guarantee the authenticity of the collected data and 

support the identification of responsible parties in cases of evidence trail integrity violations. 

Cryptographic hash functions are often used to ensure integrity in digital forensics.  

2.3.1 Volatile Memory 

Volatile memory is a type of storage that allows the device to read and write information 

quickly. However, it requires a continuous electric current flow to hold the data. If the power 

is lost, the data stored in volatile memory is erased [28]. Digital forensics is focusing more 

and more on the volatile memory of Android phones. Memory analysis is more critical than 

device and application storage encryption. Memory typically holds the encryption keys of 

persistent data that is now used in the digital forensic sector and is instantly available data 

without decryption. 

2.3.2 Non-Volatile Memory 

Non-volatile memory is a permanent memory area written during the manufacturing of a 

device and retains its data even after a reboot or power off the device. Modern consumer 

devices use Electrically Erasable Programmable ROMs (EEPROM), allowing byte-by-byte 

modification of the memory array. This feature is helpful for firmware updates, among other 

purposes [29]. The non-volatile memory can store data related to the operating system and 
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application through files, folders, and registry entries. It stores user data such as documents, 

email, user logs, etc. 

2.3.3 Forensics Artifact 

Since the term “artifact” lacks a formal definition within the digital forensics domain, V. S. 

Harichandran et al. proposed a new term: “Curated (digital) Forensics Artifact (CuFA)” 

[30]. However, we have chosen not to use the term CuFA in our work. For our study, we 

have adopted one of the proposed stipulations from their list. In our case, an artifact is defi-

ned as data that has evidentiary value in a legal proceeding, and making it evidence. 

2.3.4 Triage 

In digital forensics, the triage procedure is used to find immediately objects that are most 

likely to contain evidence [31]. The Cyber Forensics Field Triage Process Model (CFFTPM) 

suggests an on-site or field method for quickly identifying, analyzing and interpreting digital 

evidence without the requirement of having to take the system(s) or media to the lab for a 

more thorough inspection or to acquire a complete set of forensic image(s). [32][33]. 

2.4 Related Work and Literature 

In this section of our work, we present some past study works in the domain of mobile and 

Android forensics. Furthermore, our focus on these works was on their acquisition methods 

and how we can utilize them in our study. We reviewed related literature that presents va-

rious mobile apps, like Android and iOS applications that have been forensically examined. 

We also review some thesis papers about tracking location or partial research on a few geo-

location artifacts. Our study focuses on forensic artifacts that include geo-location and po-

tential data from the installed Bluetooth-based tracker application, which can assist law en-

forcement agencies in effectively investigating criminal activities involving cyberstalking. 

2.4.1 Bluetooth Related Works 

MacDermott et al. [52] performed a forensic examination of three fitness wearables: the 

Garmin Forerunner 110, Fitbit Charge HR, and a low-cost generic HETP fitness tracker. By 

manually inspecting their associated Windows 10 app (Fitbit) or directly connecting the 

wearable to a 18 Windows 10 computer, the authors discovered forensically relevant ar-

tifacts stored by these devices. The HETP band only interacts with a mobile app, but the 

author could not access any data that may have been stored within the app. The authors 

discovered that the Garmin device and the Fitbit Windows 10 app record significant amounts 

of forensically relevant data. They were able to recover information about the test runs they 
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conducted to populate the devices with data, including GPS location (Fitbit), deleted records 

(Garmin), group chat or post interactions (Fitbit), and other user and device information 

(both).  

Jimmy Briggs et al. [24] their research paper introduce a general method for detecting ma-

liciously deployed Bluetooth Low-Energy (BLE) trackers, such as Apple AirTag and Tile 

Finder. These devices can be concealed by stalkers in their targets’ clothing or vehicles to 

track their movements. The authors’ algorithm can detect malicious devices in a minute, 

compared to hours or days for previous algorithms. In a small but innovative validation 

study, the authors demonstrate that their algorithm has high precision and recall for most 

existing trackers, although AirTags present additional challenges. The authors also provide 

an open-source Android application for real-time detection of these devices and discuss the 

behavior of the AirTag and the risk factors that make it difficult to detect. 

2.4.2 Mobile Forensic Related Works 

In order to identify some areas for development in the mobile forensic arena during the last 

seven years as of the time the study was written in 2018, Barmpatsalou et al. [34] looked 

into the trends of mobile forensics, both existent and imminent. Their report also mentions 

the mobile forensics investigation procedure that resulted from this effort [35]. In addition, 

they noted that while each stage of a forensic investigation for mobile devices is crucial, 

there is a disparity in the amount of time and attention given to each in terms of research, 

which they attributed to the fact that not all stages are equally crucial for all fields [34]. The 

collection techniques described in their work are crucial to our research since physical and 

logical data-collecting methods can be used to extract the artifacts from the smartphone. 

Gokila Dorai et al. [35] showed, how to locate the application that hides user related infor-

mation or vault from the iOS devices. A logical acquisition strategy based on system-level 

data transfer services offered by the makers of Android mobile devices has been studied by 

P. Feng et al. [36]. They suggests performing a system-level data transfer from the target 

device, a non-rooted phone, to the intermediary device. This rooted Android smartphone 

was subsequently utilized for logical acquisition. 

Depending on the situation and the devices involved, a strategy including an intermediate 

device may be helpful. A. Levinson et al. suggested [37] another intriguing technique for 

acquiring forensic evidence in which they look at third-party installed applications on an 

Apple mobile device. Depending on the authorization they received, third-party programs 
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can store much information. For instance, forensic analysis of the app can be applied to 

acquire GPS coordinates if the application has access to the mobile device's Global Positio-

ning System (GPS) feature. If we come into a similar situation, we can utilize a way to get 

around some access restrictions imposed by the mobile device's proprietary software by 

looking into relevant third-party applications.  

In the article [38], Zhang et al. presented investigations and conclusions on 18 Android vault 

applications that they had reverse-engineered and examined the artifacts created. Their re-

search revealed that more than 60% of the software had illegible code; 27% of the software 

prevented the process of reversing because of their built-in libraries on the hidden data; 

about 55% of the software was obtained without the user having privileged root access or 

device control; just over 30% of the software stored images without encryption; 44% did 

not also encrypt videos; nearly 39% of the software saved passwords in plaintext and wit-

hout encryption; and 27% had password files exchanged with other users. Their research, 

which was centered on the security of Android applications, showed that compromises 

might happen within the application, offering forensic professionals a chance to gather cru-

cial evidence throughout an investigation. Our research aims to extract data from smart-

phone Bluetooth tracker apps in both rooted and non-rooted modes. Unlike their study, our 

analysis was not be performed from an application's security standpoint.  

Aya Fukami et al. [45] discuss the challenges posed by encryption and other security featu-

res in modern mobile devices for forensic investigators seeking to extract data. The author 

explains that traditional forensic data extraction methods have been rendered ineffective due 

to the robust security measures implemented in modern mobile devices. As a result, the 

authors propose a novel approach for extracting forensic data from encrypted mobile devices 

that involves vulnerability exploitation and underdeveloped regulation of encryption and 

government access to encrypted devices. 

In their work [39], Domingues et al. evaluated the evidential data generated in Windows 10 

individual PCs when the "Your Phone" system program is installed on the computer. They 

discovered valuable data, including messages that are 30 days old and the database that 

houses the phone contacts of connected smartphones, both of which are accessible from the 

SQLite 3 database in the Windows 10 computer. They also demonstrated that data obtained 

from their Phone system can become important forensic artifacts if the associated smartpho-

nes are not readily available to be examined for evidence. Although they altered it with some 

Python scripts, we utilize the Sleuth Kit Autopsy tool to evaluate the retrieved data. Similar 
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to the automobile application, we studied for our work, their research also examined an 

Android version of the program. 

2.4.3 Application Forensic Related Works 

Nhien-An Le-Khac et al. discussed the forensics investigation of TomTom navigation 

systems [40]. They present a forensic acquisition and analysis procedure for TomTom AA. 

Their approach involves a detailed, step-by-step process for retrieving forensic data from 

different mobile devices. Through a series of driving tests conducted using various mobile 

devices, they uncovered the significance of the data contained within TomTom AA. Their 

analysis revealed that while most files were stored in humanreadable format, critical data 

such as GPS coordinates were stored in a proprietary format that required conversion for 

analysis. They describe their result and provide an in-depth analysis of data obtained from 

Samsung mobile phones. They also compare and contrast differences between TomTom 

PND and TomTom AA devices.  

Jason Bays et al. [53] discovered forensic artifacts from third-party locations sharing And-

roid applications from Android and iOS devices. They use commercial forensics tools to 

analyze forensic evidence.Posie Aagaard et al. [41] illustrate how forensic investigators can 

readily acquire user personal data generated by the Life360 Android application through 

device logical files and network traffic forensics. They also demonstrated that only one de-

vice would need to be compromised for all Circle users’ personal data to be compromised. 

Mahajan et al. [42] examined the internal memory of five mobile devices running three 

different Android operating systems to determine the data types that could be extracted. The 

researchers focused on information related to “WhatsApp” and “Viber” messages, as well 

as media files. They found that Android devices store many evidentiary data that forensics 

experts can obtain. The researchers used the UFED (Cellebrite Universal Forensic Extrac-

tion Device) to conduct a File System Acquisition, in which folders and files were extracted. 

This tool allows them to fully understand the directory and file structure of the Android 

device [42]. The File System Acquisition method can retrieve information such as media 

and system files, databases, logs, passwords, contacts, calls, and web history from a device’s 

file system [43]. The methodology used in this study [42] could be helpful for our research, 

as our goal is to extract data from phones regarding installed Bluetooth tracking applications 

in a similar manner to how “WhatsApp” and “Viber” were installed. 
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2.4.4 Cloud Forensic Related Works 

Cloud forensics is a relatively new field compared to mobile and Android forensics. With 

the widespread use of cloud storage to expand the capabilities of mobile devices and appli-

cations, finding valuable data in the cloud has become increasingly important. In their work, 

Choo et al. [44] identified three key areas to focus on when conducting cloud forensics: data 

on the device, data in transit, and data stored on the servers. This means all three areas must 

be examined for artifacts during a cloud forensic investigation [44]. Our study focuses on 

the first area, analyzing Bluetooth tracker applications installed on the mother device to 

extract information about the Bluetooth tracker owner-related information. As mentioned, 

the tracker application could store information on the mobile device. Puneet Sharma et al. 

[46] presented a mobile cloud forensic process incorporating time synchronization, inter and 

intra-application analysis, and the traditional forensics procedure. The proposed process 

aims to improve cloud event traceability in a massive cloud environment by utilizing the 

metadata of potential mobile evidence. The study uses the Android WeChat social network 

application to show the efficacy of the suggested forensic methodology. 

2.4.5 Infotainment Forensic Related Works 

Faisal Sumaila et al. [47] discussed the forensic analysis of mobile automotive maintenance 

applications, which provide drivers with notifications or information about their vehicles' 

integral parts and its health conditions. These applications collect data from the Engine 

Control Units (ECU) located in the Controller Area Network (CAN) bus via a dongle con-

nected to the onboard diagnostic-II port of the vehicle. This data is vital for traffic, vehicle 

insurance, or criminal investigations. The authors highlight the importance of conducting 

forensic analysis on automotive maintenance applications due to their potential evidentiary 

value. The paper presents a methodology for conducting forensics analysis on these appli-

cations and demonstrates its effectiveness through a case study. In a separate study [48], 

Whelan et al. examined two different types of infotainment systems to identify valuable 

forensic artifacts. The research aimed to determine the types of forensic artifacts that could 

be obtained from in-vehicle infotainment systems. The findings revealed that one infotain-

ment system stored a more significant amount of data compared to the other. To conduct 

their analysis, the researcher utilizes Berla's iVe tool, a commercially available software 

commonly used by the military, law enforcement, and selected governmental institutes. 

While their focus was on infotainment systems within vehicles, their work provided insight 

into acquisition methods, including logical and physical approaches for data extraction. In 
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our study, we go the same way to collect data from installed applications of Bluetooth 

trackers on a mobile device. 

2.4.6 Triage Related Works 

Eric Gentry et al., in their [49] research "SEAKER: A Tool for Fast Digital Forensic Triage," 

present a digital forensic device named SEAKER (Storage Evaluator and Knowledge 

Extractor Reader), It enables forensic investigators to triage a large number of digital devi-

ces. According to this study, forensic investigators must be able to swiftly analyze many 

high-capacity digital media devices to determine which ones require more investigation. 

Triage is a crucial step in the early stages of an investigation and is essential to evaluating 

the available evidence. Instead of imaging the devices, which takes hours, SEAKER 

searches for files with names that conform to preestablished patterns. The search is done by 

monitoring the devices in read-only mode (to preserve evidence) and listing the device's 

contents. Unlike imaging, this approach takes minutes rather than hours. In their research, 

Darren Quick et al. [50] presented a framework for performing triage that relies on machine 

learning rather than human interaction. This necessitates an inference engine adequately 

feeding, selecting, and categorizing information from multiple sources. Their primary goal 

was to restrict human input, preventing human mistakes from occurring during triage. It 

concentrated on developing a framework for artificial intelligence that may be useful for 

dividing up devices at a live scene. However, their work guides us when we collect artifacts 

from our work by providing a case study of categorizing child pornography messages on a 

mobile phone. According to Hosrman [51], the growing amount of digital evidence in cri-

minal cases has resulted in a backlog of unfinished forensic investigations. To address this 

issue, first responders at crime scenes often use triage to identify and collect only relevant 

devices, reducing the number of items that need to be examined. The effectiveness of this 

on-site triage depends on the investigator's understanding and knowledge of the device in 

question. However, due to a shortage of trained forensics professionals, many personnel 

need more experience, which can negatively affect the triage process. The authors propose 

a system for ranking and scoring devices at the scene of an investigation. Their guidelines 

can be helpful for our thesis during the data acquisition phase. We document the steps we 

take to collect and analyze data in a guideline that can also serve as a triage process for 

investigators to follow when they arrive at a crime or incident scene. 
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2.5 Summary 

From the related literature, we found that the researchers showed techniques and 

frameworks to collect, analyze, and preserve mobile forensic data based on Android and 

iOS devices. We found the location-based data retrieval study concentrated on GPS coordi-

nates regarding locating users on Android and iOS applications, and they used commercial 

tools to retrieve digital artifacts. We can retrieve more information and not only location 

addresses but also user's related data, due to the previous work that has been done in the 

digital forensic area in Android user applications, triage, infotainment systems, and the 

cloud. 
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3 Methods, Experimental Environment, and Data Process 

This chapter explains the technique and reasons behind our investigation. Furthermore, it 

provides a thorough review of the materials and equipment used in our experimental arran-

gement, as well as for data extraction and analysis. An accompanying process flow diagram, 

dealing with the sequential processes involved in the data-collecting process relevant to our 

thesis, is also supplied. 

3.1 Methods 

Our research utilizes the extraction methods recommended in the work [54] by Ayers et al., 

which propose a layered approach to extraction or acquisition methods for mobile forensics. 

We have chosen their methodology because our study focuses on extracting information 

from a mobile device, and their approach provides guidance for data acquisition. As outlined 

in [54], it is advisable to conduct data extraction starting from the lower levels and moving 

upward. According to the researchers' explanation, extracting data using higher-level 

methods such as the chip-off method (level 4 in the extraction hierarchy) and then reverting 

to a Hex Dump or level 3 acquisition method may not be feasible, as lower-level tools may 

not function as intended. Data loss or damage to the phone is risky if the investigator lacks 

the necessary expertise or does not follow the correct procedures when performing extrac-

tion at this level. Consequently, their work emphasizes the importance of employing proper 

procedures and tools to avoid data loss or alteration. In our study, we initiate data acquisition 

with the manual extraction method, as it is the first level that requires fewer tools to acquire 

data from Bluetooth tracker applications. We then progress to the logical method, with the 

physical method serving as the final level in our extraction methodology. The chip-off 

method was not utilized in our study due to the potential for data loss or damage to our 

smartphone. Additionally, the smartphone we used in this study was fully functional, and 

the chip-off method is typically employed as a final stage when the mobile device is non-

operational during the acquisition process. 
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Figure 2. Mobile Device Tool Classification System (1) & Extraction method we used in 

our data acquisition (2). 

3.1.1 Manual Extraction 

In digital forensics [54], manual extraction often refers to the process of extracting data from 

digital devices without the assistance of automated methods. Some instruments, however, 

may still be utilized to aid in the manual extraction procedure. For example, during the 

extraction process, an examiner may employ a camera or other recording device to capture 

the material presented on the device screen. Furthermore, specific manual extraction 

procedures may entail using emulators or other software tools to generate virtual represen-

tations of the target device for examination. As a first-level method, we gather as much 

information regarding the Bluetooth tracker and any other user-related data with the paired 

Bluetooth tracker, such as the GPS location of the Bluetooth tracker, the name of the Blue-

tooth tracker name, the possible MAC address of the tracker, the userspecified tracker icon, 

the timestamp, and more. During this process, we use the Samsung Galaxy A13 Android 

phone as a mother device for four Bluetooth trackers: Chipolo Classic, HTC-Fetch, Tile 

Slim, and Galaxy Smart Tag Plus. All the Bluetooth tracker tags interact with the mother 

device using its application and Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE). Ayers et al. mentioned some 

limitations to manual extraction in digital forensics. One limitation is that extracting the 

necessary information when dealing with large amounts of data can take time and effort 

[54].  

Additionally, there is a risk of accidentally manipulating the data during extraction [54]. 

Despite these limitations, manual extraction can provide a broad overview of the available 

information before using specialized tools or software. This method can be helpful for in-

vestigators to gather crucial information for optimized forensic triage without the need for 

special tools. However, caution must be exercised to avoid accidental modifications while 

examining the interfaces of applications for artifacts. 
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3.1.2 Logical Extraction 

At the logical extraction level, it is possible to execute the extraction process through either 

a wireless or wired connection between the device and the forensic workstation, as 

mentioned by Ayers et al. [54]. According to the NIST, Active storage items located on a 

logical store, such as a file system partition, such as an address book, personal information 

management data, call logs, text messages, and standalone data files, are copied bit by bit 

[55]. For our research, firstly, we conduct logical acquisition from non-rooted Android de-

vices. After that, we root the Android device for more privileges at the file system level to 

get more data. 

3.1.3 Physical Extraction 

In the last phase of our work, we applied physical extraction techniques to obtain artifacts 

from Bluetooth tracking applications installed on the mobile device. According to Fukami 

et al. [45], physical extraction can be challenging due to modern mobile devices' increased 

encryption and security measures. These security features can turn off many data acquisition 

methods used historically, and new approaches to acquiring data from modern mobile devi-

ces must be explored. Physical extraction entails making a bit-by-bit copy or image of a 

device's physical storage, according to NIST Special Publication 800-101 from 2014 [54]. 

Similar to logical extraction but with a physical storage copy instead of a logical one. Hex 

Dumping and JTAG are two techniques for doing physical extraction that are described by 

Ayers et al. [54]. Hex Dumping is a noninvasive technique that copies the device's storage 

to a portion of its memory without requiring the device to be disassembled [54]. Given that 

the smartphone from which we recovered data was powered on during the procedure, we 

used this non-invasive technique for our goals. We use a wired (USB-C) connection with 

the help of ADB tools between the Android device and Windows 10 Pro N system, and we 

have Kali Linux as a backup host system. Then, use dd to acquire an image of those phones 

for analysis in Android Studio and Sleuth Kit Autopsy. 

3.1.4 Test and Analysis 

We run the test procedure for generating data individually for each application related to its 

Bluetooth tracker tag. We have a screen lock and other credentials when we use our mobile 

device. For Chipolo Classic and Tile Slim, we have to create a user profile to have user 

credentials. To compare generated data with the extracted data from installed user applica-

tions, we follow the same starting point and same destination on each application. We use 

Chipolo Classic, HTC Fetch, Tile Slim, and Galaxy Smart Tag Plus on a Samsung device 
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running Android 13. Those tags have their Android-based user applications. Chipolo Classic 

and Tile Slim are independent trackers and can run on any Android device. HTC Fetch is 

made for HTC brand Android phones, but this tracker can also run other Android devices. 

Our Galaxy Smart Tag Plus is made for Android-based Samsung mobile phones, and our 

mother device for Bluetooth application is the Samsung Galaxy A13, which is perfectly 

capable and fully functional and available for the Galaxy Smart Tag Plus tracker. This Ga-

laxy Smart Tag Plus has a Smart Things application that tracks Bluetooth beacon devices. 

We chose our starting point from Majaka 23 Tallinn to our destination point, Peterburi Tee 

2 (T1 Mall), Tallinn. We used the different trackers individually in different time slots. We 

captured screenshots and recorded the dashboard of both mobile devices to capture the star-

ting and destination GPS location, the name of the tags and their defined icon, the times-

tamp, the name of the user profile info, etc. Of course, all this data depends on the Bluetooth 

application user interface. So, data may vary depending on the application.  

 

Figure 3. Chipolo Classic (Yellow)  

The color of the Bluetooth tag was yellow. With the Chipolo classic Bluetooth tracker, we 

began our route on August 27, 2023, from Majaka 23 at 01:07 PM (13:07) and arrived at 

Peterburi Tee 2 (T1 Mall) at 01:18 PM (13:18), as can be seen in the recording1 . The Chi-

polo Classic Bluetooth device has a 200-foot range, connects through Bluetooth, and sends 

an updated position every 15 minutes (most BLE devices)[58]. Opening this gadget and 

looking at the hardware for additional analysis is straightforward. Although this connection 

was ongoing, we noticed some latency when updating the live location point. We can ob-

serve from the dashboard that the user uses his username and a particular icon for his tag. 

In the following chapter, we go into further depth and emphasize its key points. 

 

 

1 https://youtu.be/rCV03uf-pj8  

https://youtu.be/rCV03uf-pj8
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Figure 4. Starting and destination point on the Chipolo application 

 

With the Galaxy Smart Tag Plus, we set out on our next journey, which began at Majaka 23 

on August 27th, 2023, at 01:38 PM (13:38) and ended at Peterburi Tee 2 (T1 Mall) at 01:49 

PM (13:49)2 . 

 

Figure 5. Galaxy SmartTag+ (Black) front and inside 

The starting and ending points are the same, but the path is different for each Bluetooth tag. 

The connected device may interact with this Bluetooth beacon every 15 minutes; its range 

 

 

2 https://youtu.be/Bukh-pquhP4  

https://youtu.be/Bukh-pquhP4
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is 120 meters. We applied the refresh button within three to four minutes to check the tag 

location on the map. The location is being updated on the map. Although a slight delay was 

detected throughout the experiment, the tag was visible close to the mother device on the 

map as we kept a set distance to prevent losing contact with the Bluetooth tag. 

 

Figure 6. Starting and destination point on the Galaxy Smart tag+ application 

 

In order to obtain additional information from the Bluetooth tracker, which allows us to 

identify the tracker precisely, we opened the beacon to find the FCC-ID and other hardware 

related information. We examined further information from the installed program in the next 

chapter.  

Following the route, we begin using the HTC-Fetch tracker at Majaka 23 at 02:06 PM 

(14:06), and we continue to follow our subject until we get to Peterburi Tee 2 (T1 Mall) at 

02:18 PM (14:18)3 . The range of the HTC-Fetch tracker is up to 15 meters. The user-defined 

tag name "megha's key" and the designated tag icon "key" are displayed on the HTC-Fetch 

dashboard. The target point's latitude and longitude are also shown. We can observe the 

 

 

3 https://youtu.be/ggDrZds6E0s  

https://youtu.be/ggDrZds6E0s
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street view option on this dashboard, which provides additional vital data that is essential 

for the triage step. 

 

Figure 9. Front and inside of HTC-Fetch 

 

 

Figure 10. Starting and destination point on the HTC-Fetch application 

 

During the HTC-fetch tracker observation, we faced the latency of the beacon update time. 

We found the last connected time from the dashboard with the tag. We tried to update the 

time on the dashboard, but there was no option for the user to refresh or manually update 

the time with the new location. We found that only disconnect and reconnect beacon from 

the application can update the connection time with a new GPS location. For triage analysis, 

we did not disconnect the device, and we expect the user application to give us the last 

update time according to the updated GPS location after a 15-minute update time period. 
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We started our last experiment with the following route with the Tile Slim Bluetooth tracker 

from 02:34 PM (14:34) to 02:44 PM (14:44) on 27th August 2023, and the starting and 

destination locations are the same as previously used4 . This device can communicate within 

a 250 ft. range. 

 

Figure 11. Front sides of Tile Slim tracker 

In addition to the model number we found on the device's back, it also has a QR code that 

the user may use to identify the device as a lost item in the application. The application 

database file contains fascinating artifacts that we can find. During the test session, we did 

notice any latency in the map's location updates. The tag symbol and the user's name were 

shown on the application dashboard. During our data extraction procedure, we anticipate 

extracting additional valuable data. 

 

 

4 https://youtu.be/MVIPe3PdeMs 

https://youtu.be/MVIPe3PdeMs
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Figure 12. Tile Slim application dashboard and destination point  

 

Table 2. Logs for Bluetooth tracker dataset 

Tracker Duration 

(HH:MM:SS) 

Start 

point 

Time Destina-

tion 

Time Movement Tracker-

Tag 

Chipolo 00:11:00 Ma-

jaka 23 

01:07 Peterburi 

Tee 2 

01:18 Walking Car 

Galaxy 

Smart tag 

plus  

00:11:00 Ma-

jaka 23 

01:38 Peterburi 

Tee 2 

01:49 Waking Scotty 

HTC-Fetch 00:12:00 Ma-

jaka 23 

02:06 Peterburi 

Tee 2 

02:18 Wal-

king+Bus 

Key 

Tile Slim 00:10:00 Ma-

jaka 23 

02:34 Peterburi 

Tee 2 

02:44 Wal-

king+Bus 

Bicycle 

 

3.2 Experimental Plan 

We employ Bluetooth tracking devices with Android operating systems to test our Bluetooth 

tracker. Finding a tracking device might be difficult if it has been intentionally silenced or 

altered so that it cannot play sound or vibrate. Throughout the studies, we maintained each 

tag in a same state. Chipolo Classic, Galaxy Smart Tag Plus, Tile Slim, and HTC-Fetch will 

all be used on the Samsung A13 device. We utilize our subject's bicycle and rucksack and 

put our Bluetooth tracker in his pocket. Our trackers, however, were marked with distinctive 
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names and identifiable icons. We installed updated Bluetooth tracker applications till Au-

gust 27, 2023. All Bluetooth tags are connected to their mother device when used for obser-

vation. We followed Mr. X from the beginning point to the destination point as our Mr. X 

(willingly). To preserve Bluetooth communication with the beacon, we retain a safe dis-

tance. We confirm that Mr. X was not utilizing the AirGuard protection program [57] or any 

other Bluetooth tracker during our testing. We discovered that the Bluetooth beacons we 

use need to update their position status more quickly. To do this, we use manual scanning 

(refresh location) to go to the target. Typically, our Android system's sensor data requires 

precise location, like GPS, that we choose for our devices to identify. For those Bluetooth 

beacon devices to broadcast their location on a map and connect with their mother devices 

through Bluetooth signal, we activated the Bluetooth and Location service on the Samsung 

A13 phone. 
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Figure 13. Initial process for Bluetooth tracker with mother device 
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3.2.1 Devices and Toolsets 

Now, we are going to provide essential information on the apparatus and resources utilized 

for data development in our study. We provide more detailed information on the tools and 

software used in this study for the subsequent data collection procedure, including the app 

version we used for the Bluetooth tracker and smartphone. Our system for forensic investi-

gation is the computer. Utilize various tools to interact with Windows and Linux systems 

and collect data from them. 

 

Table 3. List of tools used in our experiment 

Operating 

System 

Tools Version Reason for 

Windows ADB(android debug 

bridge) 

1.0.41 To interact with Android device 

Windows Android Backup 

Extractor 

V20210224105130 To make a tar file from the 

extracted file 

Windows Apache Maven 3.8.6 To pack and unpack the jar file 

Windows DB Browser (SQLite) 3.12.2 To see data in a human-readable 

format 

Windows Android Studio 2022.2.1 To browse the Android device 

file system 

Windows Realm Studio 14.0.3 To read the realm database file 

Windows Hash Calculator 2.02 To confirm the integrity of the 

acquired image file/dd file 

Windows Notepad++ 8.4.9 To read the string in human-rea-

dable format 

Android Magisk Manager 26.1 To root Android phone 

Android nRF Connect 4.26.1 To scan and enumerate BLE tag 

Android BusyBox 1.32.0 To establish a TCP connection 

between a PC and a mobile de-

vice 

Windows 7zip 22.01 To extract .tar file 
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The Windows system handles most of our analytic tasks due to its system-dependent tools, 

capacity to handle related processes, and simplicity of use case. Kali Linux was also chosen 

because it has security tools, applications, and commands like dd that we used during the 

physical extraction phase of our data collection. 

Table 4. Devices and Operating systems used for our experiments 

Host Machine Operating System Version 

LENOVO 80J2 Windows 10 Pro N (64-bit) 10.0.19045 Build 19045 

ASUS K551L Kali Linux 2023.1 

Samsung Galaxy A13  Android  13 

Samsung Galaxy A53 5G Android 13 

 

The Android Debug Bridge (ADB), which gives investigators a solid way to access and 

retrieve data from Android smartphones [72] using a computer, is a crucial tool for forensic 

research. It is an indispensable tool for every forensic investigator due to its adaptability and 

broad range of skills. The analytical capabilities of the SQLite browser [72] are crucial for 

locating pertinent data and creating links between the metadata and the SQLite database. 

For data reconstruction and recovery, data parsing and interpretation, recovering lost data, 

or metadata analysis. A vital tool in digital forensics is the Android backup extractor. We 

used an extractor to extract our ADB backup file into a tar file. 

Table 5. List of Bluetooth trackers we used for our study 

Bluetooth-Tracker Firmware-Version Tagged Device/OS Bluetooth 

Chipolo Classic 4.21.0 Samsung Galaxy 

A13 5G / Android 13 

4.0 

Galaxy Smart Tag 

Plus 

1.8.13-19 Samsung Galaxy 

A13 5G / Android 13 

5.0 

Tile Slim 2.1150.0 (5050) Samsung Galaxy 

A13 5G / Android 13 

4.0 

HTC-Fetch 1.6 Samsung Galaxy 

A13 5G / Android 13 

4.0 
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3.2.2 Connectivity between Device and Tools 

To enable communication between our mobile device and the host computer, we installed 

the Samsung USB driver firmware on the Windows computer. Applications for Bluetooth 

trackers have been downloaded from the Google Play Store. To distinguish each tracker, we 

create a random profile in the Bluetooth application and use a unique tag name. We do not 

need to make a profile or have any login information to interact with the HTC-Fetch tracker. 

This gadget is plugand-play in nature. We employ profile and login information for the rest 

of our Bluetooth tracker to grant users dashboard access. The Samsung gadget supports 

Bluetooth 5.0, which also includes backward compatibility. Three of our Bluetooth trackers 

employ Bluetooth 4.0, which enables communication between our Samsung gadget and a 

Bluetooth 4.0 device. We do not utilize an offline map for our Bluetooth tag; thus, our pri-

mary device, a Samsung, was linked to the internet to load the map. For Android, we connect 

to the host device via a USB-C cable. 

3.2.3 Data Collection Process 

This session will outline our procedure to produce and gather data. We independently ins-

talled programs for the four Bluetooth trackers on the Samsung Galaxy A13 Android phone. 

Then, using Bluetooth tags, we matched the tracker with the profile we had built online. 

Depending on the application's needs, we populate the user profile with extra data when the 

device is linked. After finishing the procedure, the dashboard and Bluetooth tracker noti-

fications are shown, and we can observe active Bluetooth tags on the map. 

 

Figure 14. Sample process diagram for data collection 
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3.3 Summary 

In the mobile device forensic analysis, a comprehensive approach combines various tech-

niques. We applied manual extraction, which involves hands-on examination of devices, 

while logical extraction focuses on file-level data retrieval. We also applied physical extrac-

tion to go deeper into raw access of storage system. Test and analysis validate our findings 

guided by a well defined experiental plan. Including hardware connectors and software tools 

facilitate efficiently on data collection process. We maintain seamless connectivity between 

Bluetooth tracking tags and Android devices during data collection proces.    
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4 Result and Discussion 

We discuss our results by following the mobile forensics acquisition process. At the begin-

ning of our forensics process, we applied manual extraction to Bluetooth tracker applica-

tions, and we will discuss all of our findings. We first acquired data from the non-rooted 

device and then observed data from the rooted device in the logical acquisition process. We 

apply the physical acquisition process at the end and enumerate the findings. 

4.1 Manual Extraction Process 

We display the data that we discovered throughout the manual data extraction process on 

each Bluetooth tracker application's user interface or dashboard. We use the manual extrac-

tion procedure to extract as much data as possible. Each Bluetooth tracker application will 

be detailed along with findings in a subcategorized portion of this chapter. 

4.1.1 Chipolo Classic 

From the starting point, we start observing Chipolo activity with the help of active Bluetooth 

and enabled Location settings. The connection of the tracker with the mother device was 

engaged, and the beacon device location was also seen on the map. So we can navigate 

through the dashboard of the application easily and can locate the tracker. This situation is 

essential for the investigator when following the triage procedure. During the triage inves-

tigation process, the Forensics investigator has to ensure that the Bluetooth beacon is con-

nected to the tracker application. When people use their data for smartphones to use appli-

cations, this information resides on the phone storage for further use or communications. It 

can be accessed by the forensics investigator when necessary. The exterior shows the model 

number M45S-2017, FCC ID: 2AD85-M45S5. FCC-ID helps us to identify the tag manu-

facturer [59] immediately. We found the tag's generic name: Chipolo Classic. From the app-

lication dashboard, we found the location of the Bluetooth tag. We can see the Home and 

Work address locations on the other tab of the application. The user email address that he 

used for registering this tag. We found the tag color is yellow and the firmware version. We 

are expecting more artifacts during the logical and physical data acquisition phase. More 

screenshots are attached in the Appendix section of this paper. 

 

 

 

5 https://fccid.io/2AD85  

https://fccid.io/2AD85
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4.1.2 Galaxy Smart Tag Plus 

We discovered the model EI-T7300, FCC-ID: A3LEIT73006, and S/N: 

RF7RA00E09XAMB from Galaxy Smart Tag Plus Hardware Observation. The investigator 

may uniquely identify the device maker using the FCC-ID and serial number, which is cru-

cial information for the triage stage. These data can be obtained from the installed applica-

tion, and the examiner can relate them together for further confirmation. The user-defined 

tag name and icon are shown on the application dashboard. We also notice a specific ring-

tone set on the tag settings. The address on the dashboard is the last position that was updated 

at 01:49 PM (13:49) at the target point, and it is evident that the tag is attached there. Every 

updated location is also displayed as a history in the application's history tab. 

4.1.3 HTC-Fetch 

From the HTC-Fetch application dashboard, we can see that the tag last connected on Au-

gust 27, 2023, at 02:06:24 PM, and it remained the same when we reached the destination 

location. We locate the model no: BLA100, FCC ID: EMJTBLA1007 from the hardware. 

We tried to refresh manually from the dashboard to see if there were any changes according 

to the time and location, but there was no option for the user to update the time with the 

updated site. The dashboard shows the user-defined tracker tag “megha’s key” with a golden 

key icon. From the beginning of our journey, it showed its location on the dashboard with 

GPS coordinates till the destination location. This application also offers the plus code 

address on the application dashboard. Plus code are like street addresses for the places that 

do not have one. This plus code is based on latitude and longitude and displays a combina-

tion of numbers and letters. GPS data can be helpful in criminal investigation and can be 

extracted and used as digital evidence, as Devon R. Clark et al. mentioned in their research 

[60]. More information and screenshots are in the Appendix section. 

4.1.4 Tile Slim 

From the Tile Slim, we found the model number T1601S on the back side of the tracker and 

also from the dashboard, FCC ID: 2ABXLT1601S8 from the product catalog. The dashboard 

shows the category of the tag that the user-defined and the type of the tracker. Location 

history shows the immediate location on the map when the tracker updates its location. The 

 

 

6 https://fccid.io/A3LEIT7300  
7 https://fccid.io/EMJTBLA100  
8 https://fccid.io/2ABXLT1601S  

https://fccid.io/A3LEIT7300
https://fccid.io/EMJTBLA100
https://fccid.io/2ABXLT1601S
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application we used was a regular version, not a paid subscription. Location history can be 

kept in the premium application for up to one month. So, we can retrieve the location history 

for one day because it will keep a record only for the last day. We obtained the user’s full 

name, email address, mobile phone number, and the tracker connected time with the location 

address from the application dashboard. We assume that we can acquire more data from the 

application folder during data acquisition. 

 

Figure 15. User related information from the Tile Slim dashboard 
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Table 6. Data from manual extraction phase from each tracker 

Artifacts Chipolo Classic Samsung Smart Tag 
Plus 

HTC-Fetch Tile Slim 

FCC-ID ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Tag name ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Tag type ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

User nick name ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

User full name 🗙 🗙 🗙 ✔ 

Tag icon ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

User email ✔ 🗙 🗙 ✔ 

User phone 
number 

🗙 🗙 🗙 ✔ 

User physical 
address 

✔ 🗙 🗙 🗙 

Starting point lo-
cation 

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Last updated lo-
cation 

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

GPS coordinates 🗙 🗙 ✔ 🗙 

Last connected 
time 

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Street view 🗙 🗙 ✔ 🗙 

Firmware ver-
sion 

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

 

4.2 Logical Extraction Process 

The information gleaned from the Samsung A13 handset throughout the logical extraction 

procedure will be presented in this chapter. We focused on the folders that created the Blue-

tooth tracker programs established upon installation for this procedure. We use the same 

logical extraction procedure on both rooted and non-rooted Android devices. We also go 

through the specific steps that we take on each level. 
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4.2.1 Data from Non-rooted Phone 

In this step, we attempt to collect data from an Android device that was not rooted and was 

utilized for our logical extraction test. This technique is used to get data from a mobile de-

vice and does not necessitate system root access. A user-accessible copy of the file, such as 

application data from the Android backup, may be made using this procedure. This method 

does not recover deleted data. Several tools are on the market for logical extraction from an 

Android smartphone. An effective command-line tool is ADB, where investigators commu-

nicate with Android devices. We use the ADB backup process to do logical extraction from 

the Android device, which allows for data quality assessment [61]. Lwin et al. [62] stated 

that Android Backup is a viable option for logical extraction, although they recommended 

using the Magnet Acquire tool. This tool is commercial and not free to use. For our study, 

we plan to use open-source tools like ADB. We enable the USB debugging mode on the 

Android phone to collect data from non-rooted Android devices. It allows investigators to 

access data on the phone. Then, we connect our Samsung Galaxy A13 Android device with 

a Windows host machine using a USB-C cable and start with CMD using the following 

command and corresponding screenshots. We have full access to the Samsung A13 mother 

device, which was used for Bluetooth tracking devices and their applications. This device 

has no external storage. So, we expect all installed applications to reside in the internal sto-

rage system. We have screen lock codes that could be requirements for making backup files 

and extraction of the backup process. At this stage, we do not have any administrative-level 

access to the file system of this mobile phone. We cannot list the /data to see the available 

directory; the permission was denied. 

 

Figure 16. Non-root access on Android device 
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So, first, we fully backed up the Samsung A13 device by executing the following command. 

C:\Users\megha>adb devices  [This shows the attached device in brief] 

C:\Users\megha>adb devices –l [This command gives more specific information about 

connected device] 

C:\User\megha>adb shell  [This gives the shell access but not as root] 

C:\User\megha\Desktop\SAM-A13>adb backup –apk –shared –all –system –f sam13.ab 

 

 

Figure 17. Android device full backup process on non-rooted device 

 

When we apply this command, we receive a prompt on the device screen to confirm the 

process with the passkey, as the device has a lock code. Because of this, our backup was 

encrypted; hence, we had to provide a lock code to make a tar file of this backup file. After 

making the backup file, we make the .ab file into a tar file using the abe.jar file. The abe.jar 

file is a component of Nikolay Elenkov's open-source project, which enables an investigator 

to extract an Android backup file (.ab) into a tar file9 . Due to the DEFLATE10 algorithm's 

compression and the possibility of AES encryption, if a password is supplied when genera-

ting the backup (correctly producing the original full-size of data or file), the Android 

Backup file format requires this passkey to make a tar file. 

C:\Program Files\Java\jdk-19\bin>java -jar abe.jar unpack C:\Users\megha\ Desk-

top\SAM13\sam13.ab C:\Users\megha\Desktop\SAM-13\sam13.tar 

 

Now, the sam13.ab file has been successfully extracted into a sam13.tar file. Then, we 

extract the tar file into a zip file using the 7zip tool. 

 

 

9 https://github.com/nelenkov/android-backup-extractor  
10 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deflate  

https://github.com/nelenkov/android-backup-extractor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deflate
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Figure 18. Unpacking the .ab file to .tar file 

 

The "apps" and "shared" folders may be found in the sam13 folder after the sam13.tar file 

was extracted using 7zip. We discovered the Bluetooth application folders and their subfol-

ders that contain encrypted databases and unknown-format files. We were unable to recover 

any humanreadable data from those files. Then, we use a rooted device to proceed to our 

following extraction process. 

 

Figure 19. Extracted folders from backup tar file 

Next, we used the “adb pull” command to pull data from the Android device to the Windows 

system in the path /sdcard/Android/data. 
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C:\User\megha\Desktop\pull-data>adb pull –a /sdcard/Android/data/chipolo.net.v3  

C:\User\megha\Desktop\pull-data>adb pull –a /sdcard/Android/data/com.htc.acces-

sory.fetch  

C:\User\megha\Desktop\pull-data>adb pull –a /sdcard/Android/data/com.samsung.and-

roid. Oneconnect  

C:\User\megha\Desktop\pull-data>adb pull –a /sdcard/Android/data/com.thetileapp.tile 

We retrieved all the Bluetooth application related data directories of the phone. We may 

have been more effective in this phase by thoroughly examining the extracted files and 

directories to find any forensically sound artifacts. However, we discovered the same files 

as we found from the full backup image of a non-rooted phone. Unexpectedly, no critical 

files can unveil forensic artifacts related to installed Bluetooth applications. Then, we use a 

rooted device to proceed to our following extraction process. 

4.2.2 Data from Rooted Phone 

Our Samsung A13 mobile device was not rooted before and had never been used. In order 

to access our Android smartphone and collect additional data, we need administrator rights 

to investigate further user information on the installed Bluetooth tracker application. In or-

der to effectively root our Samsung Galaxy A13 mobile, we used a technical blog [63]. An 

Android smartphone's bootloader must be unlocked to gain root access. Here, we must focus 

on unlocking the phone's bootloader, which might result in a reset exactly like factory set-

tings. As a result, the Bluetooth tracking application's filled data will not be accessible. The-

refore, we completed the entire Android backup process and kept rooting the phone. As 

previously stated, the backup command is executed while performing logical extraction on 

a non-rooted device. 

 

C:\User\megha\Desktop\SAM-R-backup>adb backup –apk –shared –all –system –f 

sam13.ab 
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Table 7. Rooting process of our Android phone 

Step Action 

1 Before proceeding with the rooting process, it is essential to back up all critical data. 

2 
Enable USB Debugging: 

• Go to the "Settings" menu on your Samsung phone. 

• Scroll down to find "Developer options." 

• Enable "USB Debugging." 

If you don't see the "Developer options," go to "About phone" and tap on the 

"Build number" seven times to unlock it. 

3 Download necessary files: Download the latest version of Magisk Manager APK 

from GitHub Project and the appropriate firmware for our Samsung phone model 

from a trusted source. Also, download the Odin tool from the official website. 

4 Install Magisk Manager: Transfer and install the downloaded Magisk Manager 

APK to our phone. It prompted to allow installation from unknown sources. 

5 Extract firmware files: Extract the downloaded firmware file on the computer 

using a file extraction tool like 7zip.  

6 Boot our Samsung A13 phone into Download Mode: Power off your phone comp-

letely. Press and hold the Volume Down + Home + Power buttons simultaneously 

until we see a warning message. To activate Download Mode, use the Volume Up 

button. 

7 We use a USB-C cable to connect your Samsung phone to the computer. We ensure 

we install the necessary Samsung USB drivers on our forensic station. 

8 Open Odin tool: Launch the Odin tool on the computer. We connected our phones 

successfully. We see an "Added!" message in the Odin tool. 

9 Select firmware files in Odin: In the Odin tool. Click on the "AP" button and select 

the extracted firmware file with the ".tar" 

10 Start the flashing process: Double-check that only the "Auto Reboot" and "F. Reset 

Time" options are selected in Odin. Then, click the "Start" button to begin the flas-

hing process.  

11 Root with Magisk: The phone automatically reboots once the flashing process is 

complete. After the phone boots up, open the Magisk Manager app. It detects our 

phone is not rooted and prompts us to install Magisk. We follow the on-screen inst-

ructions to install Magisk.  

12 Reboot and verify root access: After installing Magisk, reboot our phone. Once it 

boots up, open the Magisk Manager app again, then check "Magisk is installed" and 

"Root access is properly installed." 

13 To confirm the “Root” access, we installed another tool, “Root Checker Basic.” It 

also ensures that the access level is changed to Root. 
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After getting root privileges, we restored our backup, pulled data to the phone, and followed 

the same procedure we followed for data extracting in logical acquisition for non-rooted 

phones. This time, we have the Super-User command, which gives us privileged access. 

This time, the ADB shell gives us more specific information about the connected Android 

phone's codename and model number. We list on the phone to see the installed third-party 

applications. 

 

Fig 20. Connected Android device details 

 

C:\User\megha>adb shell   [This give the shell access but not root] 

a13ve:/ $ su     [SU gives us root privileges with # sign] 

a13ve:/ # pm list packages -u -3 –f  [To list all 3rd party installed applications] 

 

 

Figure 21. adb shell with root access on rooted device 
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Another critical location is where user data resides in the /data/data partition11. This parti-

tion, also known as userdata, contains the user’s data, such as contracts, messages, settings, 

and applications that the user installed. Android devices and file systems differ depending 

on the vendor and their products. In their study, Ömer Faruk Yakut et al. used Android 

Studio to detect and analyze pirated Android application behavior that targets user data [64]. 

In our study, we used Android device file explorer, which is built-in with Android Studio. 

We found exciting files for every Bluetooth application through the Android device file 

explorer. We are going to describe all of those findings next. 

4.2.3 Data from Device Explorer 

The only location in the entire file system that apps can write to is each app's/data/data 

subdirectory. This directory, along with stock applications for location, texting, and calls on 

all Android devices, makes crucial for forensic analysis [65]. So, we are trying to explore 

more on the partition /data/data using Android studio, and we have some exciting artifacts 

that can be present in court as a shred of forensics evidence for a stalking attack case file. 

 

Figure 25. Device file explorer on Android Studio  

 

 

 

11 https://thesecmaster.com/explore-the-android-file-system-hierarchy-in-depth/#sdcard  

https://thesecmaster.com/explore-the-android-file-system-hierarchy-in-depth/#sdcard
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Table 8. List of artifacts obtained by logical extraction from rooted phone using device  

explorer 

Item Location File 

type 

Application Data 

1 /data/data/chi-

polo.net.v3/cache/log/chi-

polo_0.log 

.txt Chipolo 

Classic 

MAC address, ID, 

last update time, tag 

color, name of the 

tag, tag icon, GPS lo-

cation of last seen lo-

cation, location 

address 

2 /data/data/chipolo.net.v3/fi-

les/.com.google.firebase.crashly-

tics.files.v2:chipolo.net.v3/open-

ses-

sions/64EBD98A0346000133B80

7087517BC0C/report 

File Chipolo 

Classic 

Mobile device infor-

mation 

3 /data/data/chipolo.net.v3/files/de-

fault.realm 

.realm Chipolo 

Classic 

User name, email 

address, MAC 

address, tag color 

code, user name with 

icon, last tag seen 

time, last GPS loca-

tion, last seen address 

location, other loca-

tion of user with 

address and GPS posi-

tion  

4 /data/data/chipolo.net.v3/sha-

red_prefs/com.google.maps.api.a

ndroid.lib6.drd.PREFEREN-

CES_FILE.xml 

.xml Chipolo 

Classic 

Legal country name 

5 /data/data/com.samsung.and-

roid.oneconnect/sha-

red_prefs/UserCache.xml 

.xml Galaxy 

Smart tag 

plus 

User name, email, 

country code  

6 /data/data/com.samsung.and-

roid.oneconnect/sha-

red_prefs/PLU-

GIN_PLATFORM_PREFE-

RENCE.xml 

.xml Galaxy 

Smart tag 

plus 

Legal country name 
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7 /data/data/com.samsung.and-

roid.oneconnect/sha-

red_prefs/FME_SE-

LECTED_DEVICE.xml 

.xml Galaxy 

Smart tag 

plus 

Device IMEI, user 

nick name, defined 

tag, last GPS position 

8 /data/data/com.samsung.and-

roid.oneconnect/sha-

red_prefs/MovablePlugin-

Data.b5ac6b74-14ed-4565-9146-

b968006604e1.xml 

.xml Galaxy 

Smart tag 

plus 

User ring tone, tag-

type, firmware ver-

sion 

9 /data/data/com.samsung.and-

roid.oneconnect/sha-

red_prefs/LaunchDarkly_TqmAU

zY4nh7nFIXxQjfIVFbB2Il00Ze

NrRZaprYOPqs=.xml 

.xml Galaxy 

Smart tag 

plus 

Last connected time 

10 /data/data/com.samsung.and-

roid.oneconnect/sha-

red_prefs/com.google.and-

roid.gms.appid.xml 

.xml Galaxy 

Smart tag 

plus 

Application version 

11 /data/data/com.samsung.and-

roid.oneconnect/shared_prefs/Fi-

reba-

seHeartBeatW0RFRkFVTFRd+

MTozNDI2Njg-

wNjg3MjQ6YW5kcm9pZDo4OT

YwOWM5MjVhOWU-

wZDc2.xml 

.xml Galaxy 

Smart tag 

plus 

Last connected date 

12 /data/data/com.htc.accessory.fe-

tch/sha-

red_prefs/HTCFETCHPREFS.xm

l 

.xml HTC-Fetch Tag name, MAC 

address of Tag, last 

seen date and time 

13 /data/data/com.htc.accessory.fe-

tch/sha-

red_prefs/com.google.maps.api.a

ndroid.lib6.drd.PREFEREN-

CES_FILE.xml 

.xml HTC-Fetch Legal country 

14 /data/data/com.thetileapp.tile/fi-

les/tile_log/com.theti-

leapp.tile2023-08-27.log 

.txt Tile Slim MAC address of Tag, 

mobile device info, 

Tag name, Tag star-

ting time. 

15 /data/data/com.thetileapp.tile/sha-

red_prefs/TilePrefs.xml 

.xml Tile Slim User email address, 

phone number, appli-

cation version, user 
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4.2.4 Acquired Data Item from Chipolo Classic 

Using Android device explorer with the help of Android Studio, we retrieve interesting 

XML files and Realm database files. In Android forensics analysis, XML and Realm can 

contain valuable information about the device, applications, and uses. XML and Realm files 

stored structured data, user preferences, and application data. We use Notepad ++ to read 

the log and XML files and the Realm browser for the Realm database file. As we can see 

from the application dashboard, that tag user saves his home and office address. 

 

Fig 26. location and time in realm database file from Chipolo Classic application 

profile name, last 

GPS location 

16 /data/data/com.thetileapp.tile/sha-

red_prefs/Fireba-

seHeartBeatW0RFRkFVTFRd+

MTo5ODUxMzEzMTU0Mzc6Y

W5kcm9pZDplNDc1NTAzOT-

VkMDExMTgy.xml 

.xml Tile Slim Last used date. 

17 /data/data/com.thetileapp.tile/sha-

red_prefs/com.google.maps.api.a

ndroid.lib6.drd.PREFEREN-

CES_FILE.xml 

.xml Tile Slim Country domain 

18 /data/data/com.thetileapp.tile/sha-

red_prefs/com.appboy.storage.de-

vice_cache.v3.37a6259cc0c1dae2

99a7866489dff0bd.xml 

.xml Tile Slim Phone model infor-

mation, country time 

zone 

19 /data/data/com.theti-

leapp.tile/no_backup/and-

roidx.work.workdb 

.db Tile Slim Tag last connected 

time 

20 /data/data/com.thetileapp.tile/fi-

les/dcs_logs/prio-

rity_c_logs/events_c.log 

.log Tile Slim App version, mobile 

device information 
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On the Samsung A13 device, we selected accurate location settings for using a map and 

turned on GPS location. The calibration of an Android smartphone also affects the precision 

of pinpointing on a map. Prior to data collection, our equipment identifies medium-range 

calibration during the GPS accuracy test. During the manual extraction phase from the 

dashboard of all the applications, we observed that the Bluetooth tags were shown on the 

map location with the physical address and time when we reached the destination location, 

and the tags were actively connected. We are interested in the connected tag on the location 

with time, which could help the investigator reconstruct the event with time and location in 

a stalking case. 

 

Fig 27. GPS location in realm database file from Chipolo Classic application 

As we identify the stalker as the Bluetooth tracker user, we get his home and workplace 

addresses. We found artifacts from the uncovered realm database file. The Chipolo Classic 

tracker was yellow in color, as we can see (Fig 3, 4), and we found this information in the 

database file also. This tag was assigned by the stalker with the nickname "megha's car," it 

is also clearly shown in the application's recovered database with the provided icon. We 

discovered the stalker's email address from the program dashboard, as seen in the retrieved 

file. This tag's serial number is located in the user interface and matched with the tag's MAC 

address in the database table. 

 

Fig 28. User_id, color_id and MAC address of Chipolo Classic 
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Fig 29. User_id tag name of the tracker and icon 

 

Fig 30. User email address for Chipolo Classic 

4.2.5 Acquired Data Item from Galaxy Smart Tag Plus 

We found the Galaxy Smart Tag Plus application folder as oneconnect. From the application 

dashboard, we found the destination address (Figure 6), which was the last seen location on 

the map connected with the tag, but we found the latitude and longitude from the XML file. 

The time is shown in UNIX epoch time format. This kind of Bluetooth device saves only 

the last updated location address. 

 

 

 

Fig 31. GPS location and last seen time from Samsung Smart Tag Plus application 

We also found the country code that tag resides in. The email address that the stalker used 

to sign up for the tracker and his full name. This application stores more information about 

the user and its mother device. We added more screenshots to the appendix section. 
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Fig 32. Email address, country code  

4.2.6 Acquired Data Item from HTC-Fetch 

From the HTC fetch, we can recover the last connected time and date in human-readable 

format. We do not find any GPS coordinates or physical address in the application files, as 

we can see from the application dashboard (Fig 10). 

 

Fig 33. last connected date and time from HTC-Fetch application 

The configuration file in the application folder contains the MAC address. The suspects and 

their devices may be uniquely identified by their MAC addresses, which are accepted as 

reliable evidence. Other Bluetooth trackers we utilize are less engaging than the HTC-Fetch 

program dashboard. During the manual extraction procedure, we observed the tracker posi-

tion with a street view option and a plus code from the dashboard. 

 

Fig 34. MAC address from the HTC-Fetch application 
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Fig 35. Last seen GPS location by HTC-Fetch tracker  with streetview  

4.2.7 Acquired Data Item from Tile Slim 

The Tile Slim application dashboard (Fig 12), during manual extraction, application shows 

the tag location on the map, and it is within 250 ft. range but not any specific physical 

address. The user name, cell phone number, email address, and country location are all sto-

red by this application. Email addresses can be utilized to locate specific individuals or 

accounts that have engaged in suspicious activity, like stalking. Investigators can construct 

a timeline of activities and connect the participation to the suspects by tracking the email 

addresses connected to a specific device or account. 
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Fig 36. User email, phone number, country domain, and last tag seen time 

We also found the MAC address of this tracker and defined the tag name with the starting 

time and date in the application’s log file. All of these might serve to dispel any doubts about 

the proof gathered previously to support the case. Forensics experts may find all of this 

valuable information in their investigation to learn more about stalkers. 

 

Fig 37. MAC address of the tracker, tag name, phone model, app version and starting 

date/time 

4.3 Data from Physical Extraction 

Our study will not employ invasive techniques to get data from the physical acquisition 

phase. We have not used equipment meant for professionals, and the Android device we are 

looking at is still functional and has not damaged any hardware. So, we do not need to apply 

JTAG or Chip-off techniques. According to digital forensics researchers, if the situation is 

that the seized device is damaged or a non-invasive method cannot be used, an expert can 

apply the JTAG or Chip-off method. This approach takes more time and requires more 

specialized knowledge and tools. The dd tools may be used for physical acquisition [66]. 

The dd command is a device for transferring and converting data. Forensic investigators 

frequently use this tool to make a bit-by-bit replica of the storage system. We utilized this 

command-line tool on our Windows PC.  
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ADB tools are necessary to interface with Android devices12 because we will use our And-

roid phone with a Windows system. As our phone is already rooted, we can install BusyBox 

on Android phones. In the context of digital forensics, BusyBox helps acquire data from the 

Android device during the Android device forensics investigation. Netcat can read/write 

data across the network connection. To send data from the Android system to the Windows 

system, we connect our phone by USB-C cable, and the TCP protocol will be engaged with 

a customized port. Netcat will help us in this scenario. First, we run "adb devices" with 

confirmation from the Android device to allow the connection, and it confirms that our de-

vice is connected to the Windows system. Then we ran "adb shell" and changed the user to 

root permission using the "su" command. The "cat /proc/partitions" command gives us the 

whole partition layout, and we try to copy the mmcblk0 block using the following command 

in the first terminal, and it will work as a source. 

 

Step 1: On the Android side (ADB shell) 

a13ve:/ # dd if=/dev/block/mmcblk0 | busybox nc –l –p 9999 

[For the Android side where l (listening) p (port) on 9999 port number] 

The second terminal will work for the Windows system as a destination. Here, we apply the 

command to receive our data block.  

# adb forward tcp:9999 tcp:9999 

[All the data from adb will forwarded to port 9999 using tcp protocol] 

Step 2: On the Windows station (Windows CMD prompt) 

# nc 127.0.0.1 9999 > /home/squid/Desktop/ SAM-Physical-dd/mmcblk0.dd 

[netcat listen 9999 port on localhost and save mmcblk0.dd file on the user-directed path] 

 

 

12 https://developer.android.com/tools/releases/platform-tools  

https://developer.android.com/tools/releases/platform-tools
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Fig 38. mmcblk0 (whole block device) and dm-40( only user data partition ) 

Step 1: On the Android side (ADB shell) 

a13ve:/ # dd if=/dev/block/dm-40 | busybox nc –l –p 9999 

# adb forward tcp:9999 tcp:9999 

Step 2: On the Windows station (Windows CMD prompt) 

# nc 127.0.0.1 9999 > /home/squid/Desktop/ SAM-Physical-dd/dm-40.dd 

Android devices and file systems differ depending on the vendor and their products. In our 

case, we copied mmcblk0, which is known as the whole Android storage block, and the dm-

40 block. For our Android, user data partition "/data "resides in the dm-40 block (fig. 38). 

To preserve the integrity of our acquired dd image, we generate Md5 and SHA1 hash values 

for our forensic image on the Windows machine using HashCalc tools. We then use 

Sleuthkit Autopsy, a well-known open-source program, on our Windows computer. The 

first thing we do is add our disk image (mmcblk0.dd image) as a data source and set up the 

ingest modules using "file type identification, keyword search, email parser, Encryption de-

tection, Interesting Identifier, Android Analyzer (aLEAPP), GPX parser, Android 

Analyzer." Although the size of our obtained mmcblk0.dd picture was 29.1 GB, we were 

unable to recover any data related to our Bluetooth application. After that, we proceeded 

with our second data source, dm-40.dd image, which is 21.3 GB, was added to the Autopsy, 

and the same ingest module was applied to analyze it. Reiber Lee states [69] that default 

encryption is applied from Android 6.0 to upwards. Our Samsung Galaxy A13 runs on And-

roid 13, which has the most updated OS and is, by default, encrypted. 
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4.4 Data from Tracker 

Johannes K Becker et al., in their research [70], mentioned that Bluetooth Low Energy de-

vices are advertising their presence. It was addressed in the Bluetooth core specification 4.0, 

and three of our trackers have Bluetooth 4.0 core specifications (Table 5), and one of them 

has a 5.0 specification. Open source Bluetooth Low Energy tools (Table 4), we installed 

Nordic Semiconductor’s nRF13 connect Android application on another Android device, 

Samsung A53, to scan and monitor our target Bluetooth tracker to capture MAC address. 

 

 

 

Fig 39. nRF scanning result of Chipolo Classic 

nRF connect successfully captured the MAC address of Chipolo Classic. It is also showing 

us its vendor name by 16-bit service UUID. By Bluetooth SIG14 proprietary database, we 

can locate the vendor identification. 

 

 

13 https://www.nordicsemi.com/Products/Development-tools/nrf-connect-for-mobile  
14 https://studylib.net/doc/25935852/16-bit-uuid-numbers-document  

https://www.nordicsemi.com/Products/Development-tools/nrf-connect-for-mobile
https://studylib.net/doc/25935852/16-bit-uuid-numbers-document
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Fig 40. nRF scanning result of Galaxy smart tag plus 

When we scan Galaxy Smart Tag Plus, it shows its MAC with the name and vendor name 

available in the 16-bit UUID and Bluetooth SIG database. Galaxy tag uses Bluetooth 5.0 

architecture and a random MAC address mechanism, so we captured a MAC address when 

the device was seized. The following MAC addresses are captured from HTC-Fetch and 

Tile Slim. They have static MAC addresses as they have Bluetooth 4.0 specifications. The 

MAC address was captured and matched what we discovered on a rooted phone during 

logical extraction. 

 

Fig 41. nRF scanning result of HTC-Fetch and Tile Slim 
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4.5 Summary 

We have collected as much user-related data as possible from the application dashboard for 

each Bluetooth tracker during the manual extraction process. Each Bluetooth tracker was 

actively connected during manual acquisition and showed up on the map. After that, we 

proceeded with the logical extraction method with the non-rooted phone, and we were not 

successful in retrieving anything. We took a full backup of our Android device after that. 

We hashed our full backup image to preserve integrity and then got administrative access 

by rooting the phone then restored our full backup data to the phone. Using the device exp-

lorer in Android Studio, we found plenty of forensic artifacts related to the user of the Blue-

tooth tracker application. We proceed with the physical data extraction process to get more 

data from the raw image of the Android storage system. We hashed our Android DD image 

file to ensure integrity. We use Autopsy forensic toolkits to analyze the DD image, and we 

faced encryption here. As our device is running on Android 13, it is by default encrypted, 

and we received nothing here. From the tracker side, we retrieve the MAC address only, as 

this kind of Bluetooth tracker does not have storage to store user data but broadcasts the 

MAC address only. 
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5 Discussion and Analysis 

This chapter cover our research findings during each acquisition phase of our study. We 

summarize the data by organizing it into applications and the acquisition techniques used to 

get this item. In mobile forensics, it is expected that the evidence from the Android device 

can be found in installed third-party application files that can be accessed using standard 

forensics manual and logical extraction methods. These applications typically have relati-

vely moderate-level data collection processes and analysis functions. The security features 

of the Android system are developing day by day. Security measures make it necessary to 

utilize expert tools to collect forensic artifacts using logical and physical extraction methods. 

Our study’s most successful data acquisition phase was logical extraction from the rooted 

phone and matched with the data we acquired during the manual extraction phase. 

In our study, we used the most recent version of the Android 13 operating system, and neit-

her logical acquisition from non-rooted mobile devices nor physical acquisition from rooted 

devices revealed any artifacts. However, when data recovery is required, physical extraction 

is advised by the expert. Commercial tools can be used for artifact collection, and the result 

can vary. Otherwise, using an open-source tool like Device Explorer, someone with inter-

mediate technical skills can reveal important artifacts in stalking-related cases involving 

Bluetooth applications. We emphasize the triage process to help investigators understand 

what artifacts may be retrieved from Bluetooth applications and how that data might be 

recovered. During manual extraction, we observed that all our Bluetooth beacon devices 

were actively shown on the map of each application dashboard. Sometimes, with GPS coor-

dinates and physical location address. It is essential to notice that the location setting is 

enabled and the Bluetooth connection is active on the mother device. This observation will 

help to understand the investigator when analyzing manual extraction from the Bluetooth 

application dashboard during the triage procedure.  

Bluetooth tracking devices broadcast their updated location on the application dashboard. 

This broadcast procedure depends on a specific time interval. Different beacons have diffe-

rent time interval sets to update their location on the map. We also observe the slight latency 

in updating location with time on each application. This latency is also found in the log file 

during logical extraction using an Android studio device explorer on our rooted phone. Du-

ring the data generation for our experimental process, the tag connected time was not upda-

ted automatically from the starting point to the destination point. In digital forensic analysis, 

date and time are crucial artifacts. It allows investigators to correlate event and incident 
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timeline construction. On the HTC-Fetch dashboard, during the manual extraction process, 

we found that the user can update the connection time using disconnect and then connect or 

wait for the default update period. Though we observed that the display time was not upda-

ted on the HTC-Fetch dashboard, we found the tag's updated location on the map with street 

view. Street view can help investigators verify the physical location associated with GPS 

data collected from Bluetooth tracker applications. This situation can provide a visual con-

text to the digital evidence and allow investigators to understand the environment in which 

stalking took place. 

We retrieved the last tag connected time from the XML file of the HTC-Fetch application 

folder on the rooted phone. Chipolo Classic, Galaxy Smart Tag Plus, and Tile Slim, these 

Bluetooth applications, show that tags are connected, and they update their location and 

prompt on the map for user reference. This application cannot disconnect the Bluetooth de-

vices except if the user does not remove or stop the application manually. If the Bluetooth 

tracking device is involved in the stacking incident, map or GPS information can be corre-

lated with data and time to determine the movement of the device's owner's intention. We 

observed that the date and time artifacts are easily acquirable during manual extraction from 

the application dashboard. By analyzing this data, investigators can identify the locations 

where the devices were detected and when they were active. Investigators can create a ti-

meline of the events and map out the movement of the devices and the stalker, and this helps 

to establish patterns of behavior and identify potential suspects.  

The investigator should think about performing manual extraction as the first stage when 

they arrive at a crime scene or seize the equipment utilized in stalking incidents in order to 

collect some essential information immediately. This procedure might help them decide on 

the spot if they need to take the phone and Bluetooth tag to the lab for a closer examination 

in search of more evidence. This triage at the event scene might yield first leads or evidence 

that could significantly improve the case, as we have seen from the manual extraction 

process that the information saved by each Bluetooth application was different. This step 

also helps reduce backlogs at the laboratory. The timestamp we retrieved from the XML file 

for every Bluetooth tracker was in UNIX epoch time format. We use an online  epoch con-

verter15 to make a human readable format. 

 

 

15 https://www.epochconverter.com/  

https://www.epochconverter.com/
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Table 9. Summary of artifacts from Bluetooth application on each acquisition phase 

Extration 

phase 

Application Location Artifacts 

Manual 

extraction 

 

 

 

Chipolo 

Classic 

Application 

dashboard 

• start time  

• location on the map  

• tag item name 

• user name and icon 

• tag item  

• tag color 

• ring tone 

• enabled location 

• tag near location 

• saved location address 

• tag serial number 

• user email address 

• tag version 

• active tag on the map 

• tag app version 

• last seen time and GPS coordinate. 

Galaxy 

Smart Tag 

Plus 

Application 

dashboard 

• start time 

• tag item 

• current location address 

• tag icon 

• active tag on the map 

• user email address 

• last tag connected time 

• last tag location address 

• app version 

• tag connected with mother device 

HTC-Fetch Application 

dashboard 

• start time 

• current GPS position  

• streetview  

• tag icon 

• tag name 

• date and time 

• plus code for map location 

• last updated GPS coordinate 

• active tag on the map 

• app version 

Tile Slim Application 

dashboard 

• start time 

• tag connected with mother device 

• active tag on the map 

• tag icon 

• tag type 

• ring tone 
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• updated time and date 

• tag locaton address 

• user name 

• user full name 

• user email address 

• user phone number 

• tag serial number and version 

• tag fcc-id 

Logical 

extraction 

(non roo-

ted de-

vice)  

 

 

 

Chipolo 

Classic 

backup image nothing 

recovered 

Galaxy 

Smart Tag 

Plus 

backup image nothing 

recovered 

HTC-Fetch backup image nothing 

recovered 

Tile Slim backup image nothing 

recovered 

Logical 

extraction 

(rooted 

device)  

 

 

 

Chipolo 

Classic 

/data/data/chipolo.net.v3/cache/log/chi-

polo_0.log 

mother de-

vice infor-

mation 

/data/data/chipolo.net.v3/shared_prefs/Firebase 

HeartBeatW0RFRkFVTFRd+MTo4Mzk0NzEx 

MzkyOTphbmRyb2lkOjZlOWYwYThi 

NDRmZDBlN2Q.xml 

last tag 

seen date 

 

/data/data/chipolo.net.v3/files/default.realm 

MAC 

address, 

GPS loca-

tion, 

Start time, 

last seen 

time, 

user name, 

user email  

address, 

user saved 

location 

address , 

user ID, 

tag color, 
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tag icon 

/data/data/chipolo.net.v3/sha-

red_prefs/com.google.android.gms.signin.xml 

use given 

name, 

family 

name, disp-

lay name 

/data/data/chipolo.net.v3/sha-

red_prefs/com.google.maps.api.and-

roid.lib6.drd.PREFERENCES_FILE.xml 

tag located 

caountry 

 Galaxy 

Smart Tag 

Pro 

/data/data/com.samsung.android.oneconnect/sha-

red_prefs/FME_SELECTED_DEVICE.xm 

user nick 

name, 

device 

IMEI, 

tag type, 

last GPS 

position 

/data/data/com.samsung.android.oneconnect/ 

shared_prefs/UserCache.xml 

user full 

name, 

user email, 

user 

country 

code 

/data/data/com.samsung.android.oneconnect/sha-

red_prefs/ 

MovablePluginData.b5ac6b74-14ed-4565-9146-

b968006604e1.xml 

user ring 

tone, 

firmware 

version 

/data/data/com.samsung.android.oneconnect/sha-

red_prefs/ 

FirebaseHeartBeatW0RFRkFVTFRd+MToz-

NDI2NjgwNjg3 

MjQ6YW5kcm9pZDo4OTYwOWM5MjV-

hOWUwZDc2.xml 

last tag 

seen date 

/data/data/com.samsung.android.oneconnect/sha-

red_prefs/ 

FME_LOCATION_GETTING_TIME.xml 

last tag 

connected 

time 
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/data/data/com.samsung.android.oneconnect/sha-

red_prefs/ 

LaunchDarkly_TqmAUzY4nh7nFIXxQjfIVFbB

2Il00Ze 

NrRZaprYOPqs=.xml 

last suc-

cessful 

connection 

HTC-Fetch /data/data/com.htc.accessory.fetch/sha-

red_prefs/HTCFETCHPREFS.xml 

MAC 

address, 

tag name, 

last tag 

seen time, 

last tag 

seen date 

/data/data/com.htc.accessory.fetch/sha-

red_prefs/com.google.android.gms.analy-

tics.prefs.xml 

tag start 

time 

/data/data/com.htc.accessory.fetch/sha-

red_prefs/com.google.maps.api.and-

roid.lib6.drd.PREFERENCES_FILE.xml 

tag located 

country  

Physical 

extraction 

Chipolo 

Classic 

backup image nothing 

recovered  

Galaxy 

Smart Tag 

Plus 

backup image nothing 

recovered  

HTC-Fetch backup image nothing 

recovered 

Tile Slim backup image nothing 

recovered 

 

Bluetooth low energy tracker devices usually do not receive data but continuously broadcast 

their presence. These Bluetooth devices do not require an internet connection to communi-

cate with their paired primary device. Chipolo Classic, HTC-Fetch, and Tile Slim (Table 1) 

have 4.0 Bluetooth, which is regularly broadcast in the precise format and has a static MAC 

address. Galaxy Smart Tag Plus uses 5.0 (Table 1) Bluetooth specification, which uses a 
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random MAC address mechanism. The network-capable equipment is given a specific iden-

tification number called a MAC address. By obtaining the MAC address of the BLE tracking 

device, investigators can identify the specific device used by the stalker, which can help to 

trace its primary device and its owner. We retrieve the MAC address of each tracker device 

during the logical acquisition from the Bluetooth application folder on the rooted phone. 

Forensics investigators can collect the Bluetooth tags' MAC address during the triage acqui-

sition phase by scanning these tags. During the MAC address capture of one of our Blue-

tooth tags, Galaxy Smart Tag Plus, we noticed that the device uses a random MAC address 

to anonymize itself. MAC often works as a unique identifier in the forensics investigation. 

If any device with a random MAC address mechanism is seized for forensic investigation, 

the examiner should pay extra attention to it. The examiner should capture the MAC address 

within the period of the triage acquisition phase.  

If the device has a random MAC address, then the application of that Bluetooth device will 

not store the MAC address inside the log file or encrypt the MAC address. We did not find 

the MAC address from the Galaxy Smart Tag Plus application directory during our logical 

acquisition. Forensic examiners can pay attention to those Bluetooth trackers using a rando-

mized MAC address mechanism. 
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Fig 39. The MAC address collection process during triage stage 

During the triage acquisition phase, an investigator can investigate inside tag hardware (Fi-

gure 3, 5, 9, 11). Analysts can collect FCC-ID from the hardware part. FCC-ID can help the 

forensics expert uniquely identify the vendor of the tag manufactured and relate to the logs 

installed by Bluetooth applications. During the data generation stage, our Bluetooth tracker 

updates their location address with latency, specifically at the end location. The dashboard 

time and the time we get from the logs file slightly lagged in seconds. So, when the forensics 

examiner seized the smartphone involved in the stalking situation, he should pay attention 
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to the device seized time and the tracker's last connected time. So, the examiner can draw a 

timeline between the connected tracker with the installed Bluetooth application and the stal-

ker's movement. Chipolo Classic, Galaxy Smart Tag Plus, and Tile Slim require a user pro-

file; hence, the user must use his name, email address, and cell phone number. All of this 

information is available for manual acquisition from the application dashboard. We could 

find this information from the rooted device in the logical extraction phase (Table 9). These 

artifacts can act as unique identifiers for individuals and can be found in other communica-

tion history. Examiners can pay attention to identifying and analyzing stalker behavior and 

communication patterns. HTC-Fetch, one of our Bluetooth trackers, can be used without 

user information, such as a user name, email address, or phone number. This tracker works 

as power, pair, and locate. So, we expected that we might have fewer artifacts in every 

acquisition phase. We observed the HTC-Fetch application dashboard during manual acqui-

sition, which provided us with more interactive artifacts on the dashboard. The triage phase 

helps the examiner to obtain these exciting data. HTC-Fetch additionally, we encounter 

fewer artifacts when logically acquiring data from rooted smartphones. Our observation du-

ring the analysis of the data that we retrieved from the logical extraction phase from the 

rooted device is that Chipolo Classic, Galaxy Smart Tag Plus, and Tile Slim applications 

save more information regarding their mother device (Table 9). These data can help inves-

tigators understand the person's involvement in a stalking case. We are trying to draw a 

possible stalking scenario and data collection guidelines (Figure 40) for the forensic inves-

tigator. We prepare a stalking scenario to explain the steps as an example. During the data 

generation with the Bluetooth tracker, Mr. X is followed by Mr Y. The investigator arrived 

at the scene and seized the device when the Bluetooth tracker was actively connected to the 

mother device and was showing on the application dashboard. 

Step 1: The investigator would initially examine the Bluetooth traffic between the connec-

ted device and the tracker (MAC address collection).  

Step 2: The data on the dashboard that was attached to the Bluetooth tracker would sub-

sequently be analyzed by the investigator (manual acquisition).  

Step 3: The investigator will also examine internet communication using the Bluetooth 

tracker. If the tracker has a cloud profile, this might show further information on stalker and 

tracker usage.  

Step 4: After gathering sufficient information, the investigator would begin the data preser-

vation process, secure the device, and transport it to the forensic lab.  

Step 5: If the investigator needs further information on the Bluetooth tracker application 

and the stalker, the logical acquisition is followed by, if necessary, physical acquisition. 
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Fig 40. Possible data collection procedure for stalking case 
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5.1 Additional Discussion 

The Android 13 operating system we employed in our investigation, we searched for and 

could not locate any reliable open-source decryption tools for the Samsung Galaxy A13. In 

the field of digital forensics, regarding collecting and analyzing artifacts from Android de-

vices with the help of the decryption technique, the researcher used the TWRP tool to 

decrypt the device for further analysis [47][17][71]. We do not find any TWRP16 decryption 

tool version that supports our Samsung A13 device. The required tools are available for 

forensic analysts; if they want to use open-source tools, then observing the market about 

required source tools is better. Observing all the data acquisition phase stages, we unders-

tand that the triage acquisition phase significantly impacts the stalking scenario. At this 

stage, the analyst can see that the Bluetooth tracker is still connected with the application 

and showing actively on the dashboard. When forensic experts seize the device and the 

tracker, they can even confirm the first step in the triage stage by tapping on the tag and the 

application dashboard. So, both devices notify each other that they are connected. 

5.2 Limitation 

We restricted our research to four particular Bluetooth tracking devices based on Android 

and the applications used by their users. Bluetooth trackers are designed from the ground up 

to keep location data private and secure. No location data or user data is physically stored 

inside the tracker [25] [26]. These kinds of tracker devices do not receive and send any extra 

data. This Bluetooth tracker only broadcasts a unique identifier that can detected by nearby 

devices. So, having more data except the MAC address was only possible for our study. 

Lastly, the mobile forensic tools and handsets employed in this experiment were chosen 

based on the authors' availability. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

16 https://twrp.me/Devices/Samsung/  

https://twrp.me/Devices/Samsung/
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5.3 Future Work 

These Bluetooth tracker devices are improving constantly, adding new features, functiona-

lity, and security. Android system is also developing its security features day by day. On the 

other hand, reverse engineering is also enriching and become a crucial aspect of digital fo-

rensic science. Forensic examiners can retrieve encryption keys and decrypt the system 

using reverse engineering techniques by understanding a device's internal security structure 

and operation. Forensic examiners can acquire forensic artifacts from the seized device 

when they retrieve the decryption key. We plan to apply reverse engineering-based acquisi-

tion from the installed Bluetooth tracker application data from encrypted Android and iOS 

devices. 
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5.4 Conclusion 

In conclusion, our study on the Bluetooth tracker application has demonstrated the sig-

nificant role of digital forensics in the context of cyberstalking. We obtained data through 

manual and logical acquisition methods, focusing on crucial artifacts such as the MAC 

address, date, time, and GPS location. We successfully gathered these artifacts from the 

phone involved in the stalking scenario. We also highlighted the critical points for the triage 

phase, which can significantly reduce the workload for investigators in stalking cases related 

to Bluetooth trackers.  

Although we noticed slight variations in the time data, forensic examiners can accept these 

as the latency of the device's seizure time. The consequences of these discoveries are sig-

nificant, extending beyond the realm of digital forensics into areas such as cybersecurity, 

law enforcement, and legal jurisprudence. They underscore the importance of ethical consi-

derations and legal boundaries in using such technologies. Future research could focus on 

refining the process of artifact collection, improving the interpretive algorithms, and deve-

loping robust measures to protect the privacy and security of individuals.  

As technology continuously evolves, so will the strategies and tools used in digital forensics 

and the fight against cyberstalking. In closing, exploring digital artifacts from Android pho-

nes' Bluetooth tracker applications has provided a new lens to view and combat cyberstal-

king. It is a testament to the power of technology in shaping our understanding of complex 

social issues and enhancing our ability to address them. 
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